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EDITOR’S NOTE

n this issue we bring you a collection of articles addressing judicial leadership
and management skills. This is a topic of particular interest to me and one that
I think has been given far too little treatment in the resources provided to judicial officers. Most of us in the judiciary have not had the luxury of formal, or even
informal, training in management, administrative, or leadership skills. Yet,
because of our positions, we are routinely placed in roles requiring these skills in
depth. More often than not, the nature of the issues we are called upon to address
mean that we not only need to have these skills, we need to employ them at a high
level of expertise. One of my long pet projects has been to bring resources to
judges to help them with these challenges. I have been lucky enough to be part of
a judicial branch that has valued and, at times, emphasized development of leadership skills in judicial officers. My hope is that we at Court Review will build a
strong portfolio over the years to come of judicial leadership and management reference materials to help you. In the interest of
full disclosure, I should also mention that I teach
these skills for the National Judicial College.
We start with an overview of the needs of
judicial leadership from Prof. Jeswald Salacuse.
Prof. Salacuse is an internationally recognized
expert on leadership issues and has published a
number of books on the subject. Importantly to
us, his framework for approaching leadership
was chosen by the National Center for State
Courts as the foundation for their superb leadership training program held in 2019 and
aimed at chief justices. In his article, he helps us
understand the “demand side” for our leadership skills.
Next, we move to the specifics of leadership when viewed from the perspective of the “the Every Judge” by Judge Samuel Thumma. Judge Thumma is
another author accomplished in addressing leadership skills and with considerable judicial leadership experience from which to draw insights. Judge Thumma
is also one of my esteemed colleagues on faculty with the National Judicial College, and we were scheduled to teach these topics in Macedonia before the pandemic interrupted. I think you will find Judge Thumma’s insights helpful in your
very next committee meeting.
We wrap up our focus on leadership in this issue with that old friend to all in
the judiciary, Judge Keven Burke. Judge Burke’s long service in helping improve
the skills of judges is well known to the members of the AJA and needs no introduction here. Judge Burke draws on his particular insights into procedural fairness and his extensive leadership experience to help us understand how to bring
those skills that help us excel as judges to the leadership demands so often placed
upon us.
We also have excellent discussions from our regular contributors. Judge Gorman explains the benefits and dangers of a practice known as filing additional reasons that contains useful insights to a judge for crafting any ruling. Our ethics
expert, Cynthia Gray, talks to us about the challenges of categorizing our relationships. We also present our president’s message in these difficult times and the
crossword to help you decompress. —David Prince
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President’s Column
Peter Sferrazza

Dear AJA members and colleagues.
My condolences to anyone who has lost a family member or
friend to the Coronavirus.
For 36 years, Shelley Rockwell served as the administrative
support person for the AJA managing our association. She retired
at the end of April this year. Shelley has been the glue that held
the AJA together in good times and bad.
Unfortunately, both of her parents were hospitalized with
COVID-19. They didn’t have a chance against this devastating
disease. Her mother passed away on April 26 and her father on
April 28. Her only consolation was that they shared a room in
hospice and were so happy to be together. The kind nurse sent
her a photo of them holding hands at the end. We were saddened to learn of her loss.
As President of the AJA, it has been my honor
and pleasure to have worked with Shelley Rockwell. She will be missed by all of us. On behalf of
the AJA family, I urge you to make a contribution
to the WHO in memory of her mother and father.
Here is the link:
https://covid19response
fund.org/. Please check the “in memory” box and
add the names of “Earl and Doris Rubenking.” If
you email me your receipts, I will bundle them
and forward them to Shelley. Thanks for your generosity.
These have been trying times for all of us, and the AJA is no
exception. We have had to weather the pandemic to the best of
our ability.
The 2020 AJA Midyear Conference scheduled for April 23rd
in Napa, California, was cancelled due to health and safety concerns about COVID-19 and the travel bans imposed by entities
that traditionally participate in the conference. We regret that we
were forced to cancel the AJA Midyear Conference, but as a judicial organization, it was the right thing to do. Fortunately the
conference was cancelled without penalty and will be rescheduled for April of 2022.
In light of the pandemic, I also met with our Executive Committee about our planned annual meeting in Philadelphia.
Because many of our judges, including our Canadian judges, will
not be able to travel to Philadelphia, the likelihood that social
distancing will still be in effect, and the lack likelihood that we
will have a vaccine, we decided to cancel the annual meeting in
Philadelphia.
Pursuant to the “Force Majeure” provision of the contract
entered between the AJA and the Hilton Philadelphia at Penn’s
Landing, we determined that there exists an “...emergency making it illegal or impossible to provide the facilities or hold the

meeting.” We requested cancellation of our contract without any
penalty. That request was granted. We plan to return to Philadelphia for our annual meeting next year and that should be in the
August/September time frame.
Article VI provides that the General Assembly shall convene
during the annual conference of the association at the call of the
president at the site of such conference and that only members
present and in good standing shall be entitled to vote at the General Assembly. Proxies are not valid to vote at the General Assembly meeting for any purpose.
Article XI allows the Board of Governors and the Executive
Committee to meet electronically or by telephone, but no such
provision is made for the General Assembly.
Accordingly we will have an annual Executive
Committee and Board of Governors meeting as
originally scheduled but since we are not able to
have an annual conference in person this year, the
meeting of the General Assembly will of necessity
be continued until the annual meeting in New
Orleans next year.
The AJA’s mission is to help our members
become even better judges by providing high-quality judicial training and education at our annual
and midyear conferences. We will continue to fulfill our mission during the pandemic by holding a
series of webinars.
Our thanks to Libby Hines for producing the first three
AJA/NCSC webinars funded by a grant from SJI. The three webinars addressed (1) behavior of domestic violence perpetrators
and victims; (2) procedural fairness; and (3) standard field
sobriety tests and drugged driving.
The webinars received rave reviews. The third webinar presenters, Judge Kevin Burke and the Hon. Mary Celeste (ret.),
were particularly noteworthy. They gave us a great deal of practical information and resources useful to trial court judges.
At each of the live webinars, participants were able to ask
questions of the expert presenters. The presenters touched on
the impact the pandemic was having on the issues each
addressed. The webinars were recorded by NCSC and are posted
on the AJA website for those who were unable to participate in
the live presentation.
Thanks to Elliott Zide, I am pleased to inform you that the
American Judges Association has been awarded an SJI grant to
support the AJA 2020 Education Program. Check out our website for future webinars.
Stay healthy and maintain your social distance for a safer
world.
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Looking at Judiciary Leadership
from the Demand Side:
Judges: “Invisible Leaders”?
Jeswald W. Salacuse

W

hile the literature on leadership is vast and continues
to expand at a rapid rate and while educational programs and courses on leadership exist at academic
institutions of all levels and quality, judges and the judiciary are
hardly ever considered fit subjects of study by leadership scholars and teachers. For them, “leaders” worthy of the name are to
be found in corporate executive suites, presidential palaces, military commands, and even professional football teams, but not in
the courts. As a result, in virtually all well-known books on leadership, judges are invisible. Moreover, even within the body of
legal literature, in-depth studies on judges as leaders are scant.
Judiciaries, like corporations, armies, and governments, are
fundamentally social organizations. Like all social organizations,
they require leadership to function effectively and achieve their
goals. This fact has not escaped certain historians, particularly
those who study the U.S. Supreme Court. They have underscored the crucial role that the Chief Justice, as leader of a
coequal branch of government, has played in leading the Court
and in thereby profoundly influencing the development of the
American constitutional system. John Marshall and Earl Warren
have drawn particular attention for their qualities as judicial
leaders, as the very titles of two highly regarded biographies—
Jean Edward Smith’s John Marshall—Definer of a Nation (1996)
and Bernard Schwartz’s Super Chief—Earl Warren and His
Supreme Court (1983)—make clear from the outset.
Marshall laid the foundations for constitutional government
in the United States not only through his legal ability but equally
important through his skill at leading the other Supreme Court
justices to forge unanimous opinions on key issues—much to the
consternation of Marshall’s political adversary, President Thomas
Jefferson, whose other appointees to the Court, much to Jefferson’s dismay, seemed all too willing to join Chief Justice Marshall
in his decisions.1 Before Marshall’s arrival at the Court, its six justices wrote separate opinions in each case they decided. Marshall
viewed this practice as limiting the Court’s strength. In a feat of
judicial leadership with far-reaching consequences, he convinced
the other justices that speaking with one voice would increase
the court’s institutional strength and influence. He urged them
for each case to write one opinion embodying their decision. In
his first three years on the court, Marshall participated in 42

cases. He wrote all the decisions and all of them were unanimous. Later when President James Madison appointed Joseph
Story to the Supreme Court in 1811, he assured a dubious Jefferson that Story would remain faithful to Jeffersonian principles.
Within a short time, Story had become Marshall’s strongest supporter, while expressing the worry that Jefferson’s continuing
influence “would destroy the government of his country.”2 In his
thirty-four years as Chief Justice, John Marshall presided over
more than 1,000 cases with fewer than a dozen dissents—surely
a remarkable feat of judicial leadership.
Similarly, Earl Warren skillfully led the court in the desegregation cases, beginning with Brown v. Board of Education, to render
unanimous opinions, a factor that was crucial in giving those
decisions legitimacy in the eyes of the public. When Brown was
first argued while Warren’s predecessor Fred Vinson was Chief
Justice, the Court appeared to be strongly divided. As Felix
Frankfurter would later write, “I have no doubt that if the Segregation cases had reached decision last Term there would have
been four dissenters—Vinson, Reed, Jackson and Clark.…That
would have been a catastrophe.”3 The Court reheard the case
after Warren became Chief Justice. Its decision in 1954 was
unanimous. The only differences between the two terms were the
death of Vinson, the appointment of Earl Warren as Chief, and
the interjection of Warren’s compelling leadership into the
Court’s deliberations.4
While both Marshall and Warren may have been overlooked
by leadership scholars, they and countless other members of the
U.S. judiciary have contributed in many ways through their
leadership to building both a strong judicial system and a democratic and prosperous society for the country. One of the factors
that distinguish Marshall, Warren, and other chief judges from
traditional corporate CEOs, military commanders, and many
political officials, of course, is that as judicial chiefs they had no
real or legal authority over the judges they were supposed to
lead on their courts. Thus, in thinking about judicial leadership,
one question that needs to be addressed is what is it that
enabled Marshall, Warren, and other similarly placed Chiefs to
lead other judges and what lessons about judicial leadership can
we learn from them today. More broadly, at least four important
questions are central to a consideration of judiciary leadership:

Footnotes
1. JEAN EDWARD SMITH, JOHN MARSHALL: DEFINER OF A NATION 448

4. Justice Frankfurter compared Warren’s manner of presiding

(Henry Holt 1996).
2. Michael J. Glennon, The Case that Made the Court,
WOODROW WILSON Q., Summer 2003, at 20-28.
3. Quoted in BERNARD SCHWARTZ, SUPER CHIEF—EARL WARREN
AND HIS SUPREME COURT 72 (New York University Press 1983).

over the court with Toscanini leading an orchestra, while Justice Potter Stewart called him “the leader leader,” saying of
Warren: “he was an instinctive leader whom you respected
and for whom you had affection and … as the presiding
member of our conference he was just ideal.” Id., at 31.
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1. What is the essence of effective judicial leadership? 2. What
are the tasks of leadership that judges and other members of the
judiciary are required to carry out? 3. What are the essential
skills and qualities that judicial leaders must possess to perform
those tasks? And 4. How may these skills and qualities be taught
to and developed in members of the judiciary through judicial
leadership education? The purpose of this article is to explore
those questions.
Finding answers to these questions is significantly complicated by the great diversity of judicial systems among American
states and the differing leadership roles played by key actors
within those systems. The development of national judicial leadership educational programs and theories must somehow find
commonalties among fifty states and a federal system whose judiciaries differ widely in fundamental ways. Chief justices, for
example, can be elected to that position by the public or by their
fellow justices. Some serve for life, others for two-year terms.
Similarly, trial court presiding judges can be elected by the local
bench or appointed by the chief justice or a state’s Supreme
Court. Most serve terms of one or two years, but some remain the
presiding judge for a decade or more. Moreover, the role of the
chief justice in some states is limited to leading a state’s Supreme
Court, while in other states the chief justice is seen as leading the
judiciary.
In addition, the leadership challenges faced by presiding
judges are complicated by the degree to which trial courts
depend upon human and other resources not under the control
of the judiciary. In some states, for example, court clerks are
employees of an independently elected or appointed clerk of
court responsible for keeping court records. Court security in
most states is provided by sheriffs or police chiefs. Trial courts
also can have supervisory responsibilities for services such as
probation, public defenders, and other essential justice system
functions. Senior administrators also play differing roles from
state to state. Moreover, at both the state and trial court level,
they have longer tenures in office than their judicial counterparts, a factor that may affect the extent to which initiatives of a
chief justice or a presiding judge continue once they have
stepped down from their leadership positions. The diverse nature
of leadership roles and systems within state judiciaries thus raises
fundamental questions as to how a course or a book on judicial
leadership should treat such diversity.
THE DEFINITIONS AND DOMAINS OF JUDICIARY
LEADERSHIP

The search for the meaning of leadership has become the
modern alchemy of organizational management. Although
everyone agrees that leadership is important, indeed vital, for
the success of all organizations, a clear understanding of its
nature has eluded scholars and practitioners, just as the means
for turning lead into gold eluded medieval alchemists. In the
search for the meaning of leadership during the last hundred

5. WILLIAM A. WELSH, LEADERS AND ELITES (Holt Rinehart and

Winston 1979).
6. JAMES MACGREGOR BURNS, LEADERSHIP (HarperCollins 1978).
7. For brief histories of leadership scholarship, see LEE G. BOLMAN & TERRENCE E. DEAL, REFRAMING ORGANIZATIONS—

years, scholars have developed
“What are
and pursued a series of theories.
the
tasks of
One of the first of these was the
leadership that
“great person theory,” sometimes
judges
and other
called “trait theory,” that sought
to explain leadership by focusing members of the
on the personal characteristics of
judiciary are
famous leaders and how they difrequired to
fered from people who were not
carry
out?”
leaders. Much of this work
assumed that leaders had special
personal talents denied ordinary mortals that enabled them to
lead groups, organizations, and nations. The great person theory
not only influenced organizational scholars but also seemed to
animate scholarly histories, as well as folklore, that told the stories of famous national leaders from Alexander the Great to Nelson Mandela.
Eventually, trait theory would cause scholars to focus on what
leaders actually do, prompting the development of a new scholarly orientation that concentrated on leadership style. Further
study led to the realization that the ability of a person to lead
effectively depended on the circumstances in which that person
was called to lead since an individual with admirable theoretical
leadership traits might succeed in one situation while failing in
different circumstances. In short, the ability to lead was contingent on circumstances. Thus, scholars looked for the explanation
of leadership in the situations that give rise to effective leadership,
and less to the personal traits or the styles of the leaders concerned.5 A person who is an effective leader in one situation, for
example, as CEO of a multinational corporation, could prove to
be a disaster in another situation, say, as president of a university.
More recent scholarship has sought to explain leadership in
terms of the relationships that exist between leaders and their followers. For example, in his seminal study Leadership, the eminent historian James MacGregor Burns relied on a relational theory of leadership in drawing a fundamental distinction between
transactional leadership, which focuses on leading others by
mediating among their competing interests, and transformational leadership, which leads people by changing their attitudes
and beliefs.6 This multiplicity of explanations and definitions of
leadership has served to complicate the search for its essence. But
while fashions of studying and interpreting leadership have
changed over time, no one has yet seriously suggested that leadership study be abandoned as alchemy finally was.7
The word “leadership” expresses a complex and at the same
time flexible concept that has allowed scholars and practitioners
to define it in many ways. The English word “leader” is derived
from the old English laedan, which meant to show the way, to be
ahead of—an expression that conjures up images of shepherds
walking in front of their flocks so as to lead them to a particular
destination. It also implies the notion of sheep willingly following a shepherd. In this respect, it is to be distinguished from the

ARTISTRY, CHOICE, AND LEADERSHIP 337-369 (5th ed. 2013);
Deanne den Hartog, A Serious Topic for the Social Sciences,
EUR. BUS. F., Summer 2003, at 7; and Robert Goffee and
Gareth Jones, Why Should Anyone Be Led By You?, HARV. BUS.
REV., Sept.-Oct. 2000, at 63, 64.
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“Leadership is
not accidental,
but a willed,
deliberate
activity.”

idea of driving a herd of cattle from
the rear by using force. The modern
English word “leadership” also suggests the action of showing the way,
of moving a group of people willingly toward an objective. Many
languages, including French and
Spanish, seem to have no precise
equivalent for the English words “leader” or “leadership.” As a
result, the English words for these terms have found their way
into those languages. So, French books and articles on politics
and management often refer to “le leader,” and French books
have titles like “Comment Trouver Le Leader en Vous” (“How to
Find the Leader in You”) and “Le Leader de Demain” (“The
Leader of Tomorrow”). In Spanish, the word el lider, which
seems to have supplanted the more indigenous “jefe,” is also
derived from English.
Leadership implies the existence of followers. To be a leader
you need persons who will follow you. One person alone on a
desert island could never be a leader. The arrival on that island
of another survivor from a shipwreck creates the potential for
leadership. Not only does leadership require the presence of
other persons, it also requires that those persons be willing to follow the leader in an indicated direction.
Leadership, as we understand it today, is, of course, much
more than merely showing the way. It also implies the ability to
persuade or cause persons to whom the way is shown to move
willingly in that direction. History is filled with prophets who
have tried to show the way but have failed to move their potential
flocks. We may revere their wisdom today and lament the ignorance of those who rejected them, but we cannot say they were
leaders. They were not leaders precisely because no one would
follow them. To be a leader, you must have the ability to cause
other persons to move in the direction that you want them to go.
Leadership is not accidental, but a willed, deliberate activity. The
test of leadership is followership.
For purposes of this article, then, we may define leadership as
“the ability through communication to cause individuals to act
willingly in a desired way to advance the interests of a group or
organization.” The precise action desired of followers and the
needed acts of leadership to achieve that action will vary according to the situation and the circumstances. As we will see, effective communication by the leader is a principal tool of leadership
regardless of the environment in which that leader may function.
Traditionally, organizational leadership is seen as vested in a
single individual. In many situations, however, teams, units, or
in the case of courts “productive pairs”8 may exercise some or all
of an organization’s leadership powers. Indeed, one of a leader’s
tasks may be to foster or create such leadership teams.
In thinking about judicial leadership, one can conceive of it as
being exercised in three separate domains: 1) within the judicial
system itself; 2) within the judicial system’s interactions and relationships with other branches of government; and 3) within the
community at large.

8. CENTER FOR APPLIED RESEARCH, BRIEFING NOTE: PRODUCTIVE

PAIRS (2010), at http://www.cfar.com/sites/default/files/
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Leadership within the judicial system itself: In any society, the judicial system exists to carry out certain needed
social functions and consists of actors who must perform a
diverse set of designated actions and tasks to carry out those
functions. Thus, Marshall and Warren led their Supreme
Court colleagues, all of whom were individuals having their
own independent and diverging wills and interests, to exercise the judicial function in a desired way that each Chief
Justice believed would benefit the country and the Court.
Conceptually, this domain of leadership may be divided into
two sub-domains: 1) the jurisprudential sub-domain, which
relates to the various judicial decisions made by courts, and
2) the administrative sub-domain, which relates to various
other operations of the court system.
Leadership in the judicial system’s interactions and
relations with other branches of government: To perform its functions effectively, the judicial system needs to
obtain resources, support, and cooperation from other
branches of government. It usually befalls judicial leaders
to secure these vital elements as part of their leadership
roles. Exercising judicial leadership in this domain is greatly
complicated by the fact that state and local court systems
are increasingly battle grounds for seeking partisan advantage. Aa a result, the legislative and executive branches of
government, alone or with the support of special interest
groups, may seek to curb the authority of the judiciary.
Judicial leaders therefore have the responsibility to protect
courts from attacks on their judicial independence, a function requiring a special set of skills that many judges do not
possess or are reluctant to exercise.
Leadership in the wider community. Because of their status, social positions, and abilities, judges are often called
upon to play various leadership roles, formal and informal,
within the communities in which they live. Sometimes, the
subject of their leadership concerns the interests of the judiciary and sometimes it concerns broader social interests.
One historic example of the latter situation was the appointment by President Johnson of Earl Warren to head what
would become known as the “Warren Commission” to
investigate the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
Less publicized but nonetheless important community
activities for judges may include chairing civic committees
investigating issues such as police brutality, the opioid crisis,
and the treatment of undocumented persons. Important
questions to address with respect to this leadership domain
are the nature of the benefits and costs and the challenges
and risks for members of the judiciary in assuming and playing these non-judicial leadership roles in their communities.
The same individual, for example, a chief justice, may be
called upon to exercise leadership in all three of these domains;
however, success in all three is complicated by the existence of
significant differences among the three, particularly with respect
to the persons to be led, the leadership goals to be pursued, and
the institutional settings to be navigated. The existence of these

resources/BN_Productive_Pairs.pdf

three domains also raises certain questions in designing a course
on judicial leadership. First, which domain or domains should
such a course focus on or emphasize? Second, what are the principal leadership challenges in each of the three domains and how
should each be addressed? Third, what teaching techniques and
materials are appropriate to train judges to operate successfully
in each domain?
THE TASKS OF JUDICIAL LEADERSHIP

In conceptualizing leadership, one may borrow from the
field of market economics. Like markets, leadership has both a
supply side and a demand side. Most discussions of leadership
look at the subject from the leader’s perspective, from the viewpoint of individuals who are supposed to supply organizations
with this elusive but supposedly essential quality. So, scholars
of leadership tell us what leaders do and how they do it, and
leaders themselves in their memoirs recount their triumphs and
failures. They are looking at leadership primarily from “the supply side.” While an understanding of leadership from the
leader’s perspective is undoubtedly illuminating, it is equally
important to examine leadership from the follower’s point of
view, that is, from “the demand side”—to ask what is it that
organizations need and want from their leaders. Indeed, that
organizational perspective may the most be most important
since the whole purpose of leadership is to serve the organization, not the leader.
DEMAND-SIDE LEADERSHIP
So, what is it that organizations need from their leaders? More
specifically, with respect to judicial leadership: What specifically
does the judiciary need and want from its leaders?
It is often said that people in organizations want and need to
be led.9 But what exactly do organizations and institutions,
employees and associates expect, want, and need from their leaders? When a corporate vice president says that his company
needs “better leadership,” what exactly does he mean? When a
professor complains of her university’s “poor leadership,” what
precisely is she concerned about? When a museum trustee calls
for more “effective museum leadership,” what is it that she is
seeking? When court administrators complain of judges’ “inadequate leadership,” what are they really talking about? As consumers of leadership, what is it that all these people feel they
need but are not getting?
One way of trying to answer this question is to look at the
tasks and functions that followers expect of their leaders. In a
previous publication,10 I identified seven daily tasks of leadership
that leaders are expected to accomplish to serve their organizations. This article will use that seven-point framework in discussing the tasks of judicial leadership.
The first task is direction. Every organization, large and small,
looks to its leader to articulate and help establish the goals of the
organization. That does not mean that the leader simply declares
his or her vision for the organization and then orders its mem-

9. See, e.g., ROBERT H. ROSEN WITH PAUL BROWN, LEADING PEOPLE:

THE EIGHT PROVEN PRINCIPLES FOR SUCCESS IN BUSINESS 7 (Penguin Books 1996).
10. JESWALD W. SALACUSE, LEADING LEADERS—HOW TO MANAGE

bers to follow it. The process of
“Like markets,
goal setting in a complex organizaleadership
has
tion with a diverse group of followboth a supply
ers and constituents is usually
side and a
complicated, lengthy, and elaborate. For example, Goldman Sachs
demand side.”
needed nearly a decade of discussions among its partners to decide
to convert itself from a partnership to a publicly traded international corporation. Mere articulation of a vision for the future is
not enough. Leaders must also convince their followers to accept
it. Indeed, a leader’s principal function may be to orchestrate a
process whereby the followers can participate in defining and
shaping the vision that is to guide the organization’s future development. In the early days of the U.S. Supreme Court’s existence,
John Marshall persistently pointed the way to his colleagues to
make the Court a strong and influential part of our country’s
nascent government. Marshall’s belief in a strong central government for his new government was born, it is said, from his experience of being part of an ill-equipped and ill-fed Revolutionary
army that suffered terribly through a miserable winter at Valley
Forge, an experience that a stronger government, Marshall
believed, would have prevented or ameliorated.
Organizations not only demand that leaders point the way
but, like shepherds directing their flock, they also need to oversee the organization’s movement in that direction. Many failures
of corporate governance, such as the collapse of Enron in 2001
and the sub-prime mortgage crisis of 2007, which led to financial
loss, civil suits, and even criminal charges, have been the result
of failed oversight by corporate leaders. Effective performance of
the task of direction includes oversight to assure that the organization avoids the legal, ethical, and financial traps that lie in wait
as it moves forward, especially when it is moving onto terrain
that it has never entered before.
The second everyday leadership skill is integration, that is,
community building. All organizations require their leaders to
bring together diverse persons, each with individual wills, differing interests, and varied backgrounds, to work for the common
interests of the organization. All leaders seek in varying degrees
to integrate the persons they lead into a single organization,
team, or community. Many persons, driven by their individual
interests, resist efforts at integration, a fact that requires the application of innovative approaches to the process, including creative
problem-solving negotiation. John Marshall sought to build that
sense of community among the judges of the court. He persuaded them to live together in same boarding house in Washington, D.C., where they ate dinner together and discussed life
and their cases over a bottle of claret, usually supplied by Marshall himself. Warren, a skilled and successful politician and former governor of California, also fostered a sense of community
within the Court. When Felix Frankfurter compared Warren to
Toscanini, the great conductor of the New York Philharmonic, he
was not praising Warren’s musical knowledge. Rather, he was

SMART, TALENTED, RICH, AND POWERFUL PEOPLE (AMACOM
2006). See also, JESWALD W. SALACUSE, REAL LEADERS NEGOTIATE! GAINING, USING, AND KEEPING THE POWER TO LEAD
THROUGH NEGOTIATION (Palgrave Macmillan 2017).
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“A final task of
leadership is
trust creation.”

lauding Warren’s skill at integrating
the members of the Court into a
cohesive community since it is the
fundamental role of a conductor to
integrate excellent individual musicians into a great orchestra.
The third leadership challenge is conflict management. All
organizations consist of persons with different and often competing interests, a factor that invariably results in conflict among its
members. Individuals in the same organization may struggle over
turf, resources, responsibilities, and policies. Indeed, most organizations, no matter how harmonious they appear on the surface,
are rife with conflict. When an organization’s members are
unable to resolve their disputes, they usually look to their leaders
to settle the matter. Leaders normally do so in one of two ways,
by arbitration, in which they impose a solution on disputants, or
by mediation, a process in which they, like Jimmy Carter at
Camp David or George Mitchell in Northern Ireland, help the
contending parties reach a negotiated settlement of their disagreement. Chief Justices and presiding judges must often mediate conflicts between their judicial colleagues. William Rehnquist, it is said, sometimes intervened in the occasional testy relationship between Sandra Day O’Connor and Antonin Scalia to
foster the effective functioning of the Supreme Court. It is
rumored that on one occasion he called Scalia and left a message
on his voice mail: “Nino, you’re pissing off Sandy. Stop it.”
Education is the fourth everyday leadership task. Leaders
educate, coach, guide, and advise the people they lead. Through
that process, leaders give the necessary knowledge and skills that
empower the persons led to carry out the jobs of the organization
effectively. The traditional view is that leaders give orders to get
things done in organizations. In fact, many modern leaders
achieve their goals through advice and counsel. Generally, the
more decentralized the organization and the more educated its
members, the more important advice and education become as a
tool of leadership. This is especially true when leading highly
educated professionals such as judges who are often loath to seek
help and quick to reject attempts to educate them.
The fifth daily skill of leadership is motivation. Persons in an
organization look to the leader to motivate them, encourage
them, and strengthen them to do the right thing for the organization. But to find the effective incentives that will move people
in productive ways, leaders may have to engage in a process of
negotiation with them. For example, to retain a valued judicial
colleague who is contemplating leaving the bench to return to
the practice of law, a presiding judge will have to patiently probe
to understand what interests are driving that colleague and how
the judicial branch can satisfy those interests to avoid a departure. A presiding judge may have to engage in the same kind of
exploration to motivate a judicial colleague who has developed a
habit of recessing court early in the afternoon to adopt more reasonable hours of work.
Representation is the sixth daily leadership task. Leaders are

constantly representing the organizations they lead, whether they
are negotiating a labor contract or attending a reception given by
a customer, persuading the company’s board of directors to
improve the bonus system, or seeking to arrange a merger with
another corporation. In the case of the judiciary, the Chief Justice
is often the judicial system’s principal representative to the outside world in seeking the support needed from the other
branches of government or the society at large to obtain the
resources needed by the judiciary to function. Such representative acts may be formal, for example, making an annual speech
on the State of the Judiciary or attendance at or participation in
various official ceremonies, like the inauguration of a new governor, or substantive, such as meeting with legislative committees
to negotiate the judiciary’s share of the state budget. The task of
representation has three basic functions that are vital to the life
of the organization: 1) resource acquisition; 2) relationship management; and 3) image projection.
A chief justice or presiding judge may carry out these functions daily as he or she negotiates with the legislature over the
court’s budget, maintains constructive working relationships
with legislative leaders, and constantly communicates to the
public and politicians the judiciary’s independence and commitment to the rule of law. Chief Justice John Roberts was carrying
out an important task of judicial leadership in November 2018
when in response to a comment by President Trump that a ruling
against his administration had been made by an “Obama judge,”
he stated: “We do not have Obama judges or Trump judges, Bush
judges or Clinton judges. What we have is an extraordinary
group of dedicated judges doing their level best to do equal right
to those appearing before them.”11
A final task of leadership is trust creation or, more specifically, earning the trust of the persons led. Creating trust is a vital
skill, and having the trust of persons you lead is an invaluable
asset. Without it, leaders will find it difficult, if not impossible,
to direct, integrate, resolve conflicts among, educate, motivate, or
represent the persons in their organizations. In short, without
trust, a leader cannot lead effectively. Creating and maintaining
the trust of an organization’s members, who are often skeptical of
new initiatives, raises special challenges for its leader.
From the demand side, trust by followers in a leader is ultimately founded on followers’ belief that their leader’s actions
will advance, or at least not injure, their interests. Therefore,
leaders need to recognize that people trust them not because of
the leader’s charisma, vision, or charm but because of their individual calculations about their interests. Accordingly, to build
trust, leaders should keep the following principles in mind: 1)
Leaders need to work to understand the interests of the people
they lead; 2) Trust building takes time, so be prepared to invest
the necessary time in the process; 3) Leaders need to find ways
to demonstrate that their interests are the same as their followers; 4) Trust building proceeds by increments, so effective leaders have a plan for a sequence of trust-building measures; 5) The
provision of information and a stance of openness to the persons

11. Pete Williams & Associated Press, Chief Justice Roberts Slams

court/rare-rebuke-chief-justice-roberts-slams-trump-comment-about-obama-n939016.

Trump for Comment about “Obama Judge,” NBC NEWS, Nov.
21, 2018, at https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme64 Court Review - Volume 56

led are important building blocks of trust building; and 6) Trust
building requires that leaders be consistent and predicable in
their actions.
The seven tasks of leadership, while conceptually separate, are
interrelated in practice. Helping a judicial organization find an
agreed-upon direction may also facilitate its integration, since a
common goal gives a sense of unity to its members. Similarly,
arriving at a common agreement on organizational direction may
first require a leader to engage in extensive education of its members about the external threats and opportunities that face the
organization. All good leaders perform each of these tasks every
day. No leader has the luxury of focusing on one to the exclusion
of all others. Leaders must multitask constantly. If they don’t,
they may not stay leaders for long. The diagram below illustrates
the interconnections among the seven tasks of leadership:
Few leaders do all seven tasks equally well. Some leaders perform certain of these tasks more effectively than others because
of differences in natural abilities or personal preferences. An outgoing, gregarious chief justice, who in a previous life had been a
politician, may spend more time on and be more effective in representing the judiciary to various outside constituencies than in
mediating the internal conflicts among judicial colleagues that
are paralyzing the court and keeping it from adopting a new
management system. While resolving internal conflicts should be

7 Daily Tasks of Leadership
Direction

Integration

Representation

Trust
Creation

Conflict
Resolution

Motivation

Education

a matter of priority at this particular moment in the history of the
court, the chief justice without the ability or the desire to engage
in conflict resolution may find more satisfying, not to say easier,
ways to exercise leadership by spending time working on what
he or she considers “essential matters” of representation.
For both leaders and followers, it is therefore vital to understand the individual tasks of leadership in all their complexity
so that leaders may deliver this vital commodity more effectively and followers may better evaluate and use what is being
delivered.
IMPARTING THE SKILLS OF JUDICIAL LEADERSHIP:
A SUGGESTED CURRICULUM FOR THE DEMAND SIDE

What, then, are the specific skills needed by persons to lead
judiciaries effectively? More concretely, what skills should a training program on judicial leadership seek to impart to its partici-

pants? A curriculum on judicial
leadership should consider the
inclusion of at least the following
four topics: 1) Communications; 2)
Negotiation; 3) Dispute Resolution;
and 4) Pedagogy.

“[A] close
examination of
what effective
leaders do
reveals that
negotiation is
an important
tool of
leadership
within
organizations.”

COMMUNICATION
It will be recalled that this article adopted as a working definition
that leadership is “the ability
through communication to cause
individuals to act willingly in a
desired way to advance the interests
of a group or organization.” Communication is an essential skill for any leader. Thus, a judicial
leadership course might seek to impart basic communication
skills to course participants. Leaders communicate with their followers in many ways, but one can basically divide leadership
communications into two types: mass-produced and tailor-made.
Mass-produced communications, like speeches at conventions,
television appearances, memorandums to staff, and tweets, are
designed to reach and move large numbers of persons at one
time. Tailor-made communications, like those that happen in
private meetings and telephone conversations, are shaped and
directed at influencing specific individuals. Judges and judicial
administrators, of course, must engage in both types.
NEGOTIATION
Many leaders, particularly in highly structured, hierarchical
institutions such as the military and traditional manufacturing
corporations, see little role for negotiation in leading the people
in their organizations. For them, leadership is a matter of command and control to be achieved by the using their authority and
“charisma.” Certain leaders of state courts may also see their roles
in similar terms. On the other hand, a close examination of what
effective leaders do reveals that negotiation is an important tool
of leadership within organizations. Certainly, Earl Warren
applied that skill, honed through years of experience as a politician, to lead the Supreme Court during his tenure as Chief Justice. Courses on negotiation have become staples in professional
education from Harvard Business School to West Point Military
Academy. Such courses should also have a role in training judges
to exercise leadership in the judiciary.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Related to negotiation is the skill of dispute resolution, the
ability to facilitate the settlement of disputes and conflicts among
other persons. While courts are increasingly resorting to mediation to resolve disputes among actual and potential litigants, the
proposed course would consider the subject from the standpoint
of judicial leadership. It might, for example, consider the role of
the chief judge in mediating disagreement among colleagues on
the court to arrive at decisions in cases. Earl Warren’s leadership
in achieving unanimous decisions in the desegregation cases
relied significantly on his ability to mediate among the differing
views of his Supreme Court colleagues. Indeed, the skills of
mediation among persons of differing interests and perspectives
is fundamental to the task of organizational integration.
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1. Who should be the audience for a program on judicial
leadership?
2. What are the specific judicial leadership problems and
challenges that such a course should address? To what
extent are they specific to systems and situations or common to judicial systems in general?
3. What should be the specific goals of such a program?
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The purpose of this article has been to stimulate discussion
on the nature of judiciary leadership and how it may be developed through education and training. It has sought to achieve
that goal by raising important questions that designers of judiciary leadership courses should address. In view of the great
diversity of judicial systems throughout the United States, this
article has refrained from offering a detailed judiciary leadership
curriculum applicable to all U.S. states and situations. Instead,
it closes by suggesting the following agenda of questions that
persons seeking to design judiciary-leadership-training programs might consider.
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CONCLUSION: A SUGGESTED FUTURE AGENDA FOR
JUDICIARY LEADERSHIP EDUCATION

4. What specific domains of leadership should be its focus?
5. How should a program on judicial leadership address the
great diversity of leadership roles existing among different
state judicial systems and within them?
6. What pedagogical methods should such a course employ?
7. What is the essence of effective judicial leadership?
8. What are the tasks of judicial leadership that the judicial
system and society expects of judicial leaders?
9. What are the essential skills and qualities that judicial leaders must have?
10. How may these skills and qualities be taught and developed through an educational program?
11. What can such a program teach leaders about ways of
maintaining judicial independence in times of strong political partisanship?
12. What are the risks and challenges that face judiciary members who assume positions of community leadership outside of the strict confines of the judiciary? How should a
leadership course address those challenges?
13. What specifically does the judiciary want and need from its
leaders?
14. Does the seven-point framework discussed earlier reflect
accurately the tasks that judicial leaders must carry out in
the specific state or locality? Would the application of this
framework to the specific contexts of individual judiciaries
help leaders to better understand and carry out their roles?
15. What specific skills are needed to carry out the tasks
demanded of judicial leaders?
16. How should an educational program seek to inculcate such
skills in program participants?
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Effective leaders are good teachers. Unfortunately, many persons in leadership positions undervalue or fail to recognize the
importance of their teaching roles. In my own experience in
conducting executive training programs, I have found that the
leadership task that participants were least drawn to among the
seven has consistently been education, while at the same time
acknowledging its crucial importance for the future of their
organizations. The reason for this reluctance seems to be that
the executives generally felt ill-prepared to deal meaningfully
with the educational challenges of their organizations. Few law
and business school programs, for example, explicitly teach
their students, once they are in the workplace, how to educate
their subordinates.
Any training program in judiciary leadership should include
material on the basic techniques of educating the people they
lead. Drawing on established pedagogical theories, frameworks
and techniques, a course in judiciary leadership should first
heighten the awareness and appreciation of participants’ educational roles arising out of their leadership positions and then offer
strategies and tactics for fulfilling those roles effectively.
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On Leadership for
“the Every Judge”

T

Samuel A. Thumma

o effectively run a courtroom, the judge needs to be in
charge. Perhaps because of that, judges are classically
viewed as leaders. That view, in turn, frequently places
judges in leadership for various outside-of-the-courtroom endeavors, both within and outside of the court system. But the best
leadership styles for these various settings can be quite different.
Judicial leadership that works well in running a courtroom may
fail miserably outside of the courtroom. That is true in off-thebench efforts both inside and outside of the court system.
This article focuses on leadership styles for “the every judge.”
The judge who volunteers or is asked or tasked or “voluntold” to
serve on a task force, work group, committee or other common
effort within or outside of the court, inside or outside of the law,
in a named leadership capacity or otherwise.
The suggestions offered provide no one-size fits all solution.
Far from it. What may work best is context specific, influenced by
numerous factors including the personalities involved, the history,
structure, culture, and constraints of the effort, and individual and
common goals. Given these almost infinite variables, this article
offers a variety of alternatives to consider. In doing so, I claim no
unique expertise or robust training on the topic. But I have, over
the years, become a student of such alternatives and, just as importantly, by trying to learn from my own mistakes. I am a big
believer that sharing the “lessons learned” of what NOT to try can,
at times, be far more valuable than offering advice on what to do.
So, there is a healthy dose of that involved here as well.
This article began when I was asked to contribute to the Court
Review, which I was honored to receive. That ask came in the
pre-COVID 19 world. That virus changed everything. As we
now contemplate what the “new normal” will be, COVID 19 has
reinforced that my heroes are health care providers, hospice and
assisted-living workers, case workers, and others who help the
neediest every day. And this virus vividly reminds me that trial
judges are my heroes. Every day, trial courts are doing incredible
things to administer justice and serve the public in the face of
personal peril. It is incredible and a great credit to them all.
This article, however, does not attempt to capture that heroism. Not at all, and with the greatest respect. That is being done,
and will be done, far more ably by others. Instead, this article
supplements the others in this edition with some thoughts on
leadership for the every judge, that is all of us judicial officers, in
our activities outside of the courtroom.
The article first discusses why a judge’s skills in running a
courtroom do not necessarily translate to out-of-court leadership
skills and that, instead, those roles differ significantly. The article
then discusses how judges are called to serve as leaders. The arti-

Footnotes
1. Samuel A. Thumma & Sarah Beene, The Judge as Servant Leader,
JUDGES’ J., Winter 2015, at 9.
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cle follows with a brief overview of some leadership styles, recognizing there is no “one size fits all” style. Next, the article
offers some suggestions about how a judge can identify leadership styles that work for that judge. Seeking to offer practical
tools, the article then does a deep dive into one style, called servant leadership, to provide examples of what a judge might do in
outside-of-the-courtroom activities.
The hope is to provide some context and structure for judges
to more intentionally do what they do instinctively every day. By
being more intentional in doing so, judges can be even more successful in their undertakings. And by doing so, judges can even
more richly deserve the classical view as being leaders.
COURTROOM ≠ COURTHOUSE COMMITTEE ≠
COMMUNITY COMMITTEE

On the bench, a judge properly controls the discussion and
has the last word. It is, in every real sense, the judge’s courtroom
and the buck stops with the judge. Any other approach would
lead to chaos, confusion, uncertainty, delay, and a whole bunch
of other undesirables.
But a task force, work group, committee, or other common
effort, either within or outside of the court, is not a courtroom.
Those different settings suggest, and likely mandate, a different
approach than what a judge does in the courtroom. That is true
when comparing courtroom control with leadership off the
bench, and it also is true when comparing off-the-bench activities within and outside of the court.
Some examples, starting with off-the-bench activities within
the court, show that context really matters.
For example, will a leadership approach that works well
for a bench meeting of peer judges work equally well in a
meeting of non-judge court personnel in addressing a
human resource issue? How about when a judge serves on
an internal study group involving court personnel who are
supervised by the judge or his or her peer judges? Or when
tackling an issue where the brunt of any change will be felt
most acutely by court employees who are not judges? Or
when addressing an issue, such as technology, where the
judge lacks firsthand knowledge or experience of what can
and cannot work?1
The proposition that the exact same leadership style would
work equally well in these different settings is ridiculous. As is
the thought that the same style that works well to run a courtroom would work well in these settings.

Let me also suggest that a judge’s activities outside of the
court present issues different than presiding over a courtroom or
off-the-bench activities within the court. Start with an example
of when a judge deals with the legislature or governor on appropriations. A judge using good courtroom management skills, or
good skills in running an off-the-bench meeting within the
court, would fail miserably in such efforts. Similarly, a judge
chairing or serving on a bar association committee, where input
and buy in for a change is essential, will want to account for
those needs. And context should influence the leadership
approaches a judge uses when volunteering with Rotary, the Red
Cross, a school, or any one of thousands of other communitybased organizations that judges serve.
But why this focus on context? What’s the point? The point
is to account for and use an approach that gets the most input,
the best ideas and the highest possibility of buy in to make the
best decisions in the time allowed. A far-fetched hypothetical
proves this point.
A judge conducting or participating in an out-of-court meeting can, by using a courtroom management approach, have a
very, very quick meeting that, in one respect, is quite efficient
and definitive. Such an approach could go something like this:
JUDGE: We are here for the first meeting of the Committee
on Changing the Rules. I again looked at my proposal, the
only proposal that anyone has submitted. I think it will
work great, will fix the issue I identified and cannot imagine
how we could improve it. Unless anyone else can improve
it now, I will deem it approved by this Committee and I can
get back to my chambers to eat lunch. Any discussion?
DEAFENING, UNCOMFORTABLE SILENCE (by other
Committee members).
JUDGE: Alright. It’s approved. Great meeting. We’re
adjourned.
This two-minute meeting could be perceived as wildly efficient
and decisive. But what deliberative process does the outcome
reflect? How has the decision benefited from the full and active
participation by all? What candid and frank discussion of issues,
suggestions, and solutions has both tempered and strengthened
the result? And what buy-in by committee members has this
process encouraged? Not so much on any of these fronts.
In an out-of-court setting, judges need to remember that “[a]n
obstacle to such full and active participation can be deference—
perhaps, gasp, undue deference—to the judge’s perspective. Such
deference to a judge is necessary and appropriate while in court.
Outside of the courtroom, however, such deference may inhibit a
full and frank discussion of issues, concerns, suggestions, solutions, and resolutions.”2 Keeping that in mind is essential to off-

2.
3.
4.
5.

Thumma & Beene, supra n. 1, at 10.
ABA Model Code of Judicial Conduct, Rule 3.1.
Code of Conduct for United States Judges, Canon 4.
See, e.g., Margaret H. Downie & Samuel A. Thumma, Off the Bench:
Ethical Issues to Consider When Judges Interact with Attorneys and
Others Outside the Courtroom, JUDGES’ J., Spring 2018, at 8 (dis-

the-bench leadership for the every
judge, particularly when answering
the judicial call to action.
THE JUDICIAL CALL TO
ACTION

“[C]ontext
should
influence the
leadership
approaches a
judge uses…”

Judicial involvement outside of
the courtroom has ebbed and
flowed over the decades, ranging
from active participant to monastic recluse. Some judges are
more interested in these activities based on their own stage in
life, personal preference, and other things, which is fair enough.
In addition, ethical restrictions limit certain activities and those
restrictions must always be kept in mind. But the current ethical
standards for both federal and many state judicial officers are a
call to action, encouraging judicial involvement in outside-ofthe-courtroom activities.
The current Model Code of Judicial Conduct, promulgated by
the American Bar Association and providing guidance for many
state judges, actively encourages extrajudicial activities, both
law-related and otherwise. Under the Model Code, “[a] judge
may engage in extrajudicial activities, except as prohibited by law
or this Code.”3 The Code of Conduct for United States Judges
similarly provides that “[a] judge may engage in extrajudicial
activities, including law-related pursuits and civic, charitable,
educational, religious, social, financial, fiduciary, and
governmental activities, and may speak, write, lecture, and teach
on both law-related and nonlegal subjects.”4
There are, of course, limits to such activities.5 But the Federal
Code notes the perils of the monastic recluse approach:
“Complete separation of a judge from extrajudicial activities is
neither possible nor wise; a judge should not become isolated
from the society in which the judge lives.” 6 And comments to
both Codes encourage judges to be good citizens by engaging in
appropriate extrajudicial activities of all kinds:
To the extent that time permits, and judicial independence and impartiality are not compromised, judges are
encouraged to engage in appropriate extrajudicial activities.
Judges are uniquely qualified to engage in extrajudicial
activities that concern the law, the legal system, and the
administration of justice, such as by speaking, writing,
teaching, or participating in scholarly research projects. In
addition, judges are permitted and encouraged to engage in
educational, religious, charitable, fraternal or civic extrajudicial activities not conducted for profit, even when the
activities do not involve the law.
Participation in both law-related and other extrajudicial
activities helps integrate judges into their communities, and
furthers public understanding of and respect for courts and
the judicial system.7

cussing limitations under the Model Code); Code of Conduct for
United States Judges, Canon 4.
6. Code of Conduct for United States Judges, Canon 4, Commentary
Canon 4.
7. ABA Model Code of Judicial Conduct, Rule 3.1 cmts. [1] & [2] (citation omitted); accord Code of Conduct for United States Judges,
Canon 4, Commentary Canon 4.
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Simply put, there is a clear call to
action for judges to participate in
extrajudicial activities, both within
the law and otherwise.
Given this call to action, and
recognizing leadership in the
courtroom is quite different than
leadership off the bench, what
approaches are there for judges to
use to help flesh out that brilliant
idea by a committee member, who
may be uncomfortable, intimidated, and reluctant to speak up? I’m glad you asked; there are
many.

“[W]hat
approaches
are there for
judges to use
to help flesh
out that
brilliant idea
by a committee
member …?”

LEADERSHIP STYLES8

A. There Is No “One Size Fits All” Leadership Style
The best leadership approach for a given situation turns on
a lot of variables. Comprehensively capturing those
approaches seems impossible. “There are as many approaches
to leadership as there are people. Leadership styles range
widely, from dictatorial to collaborative, autocratic to
autonomous, micro-managing to laissez faire, hierarchical to
co-equal.”9 The first thing to remember is there is no one single or perfect approach to leadership and no one approach or
style that works well in all settings.
The second thing to remember is that, to be successful, a
judge needs to be comfortable with the leadership styles they
use. Someone who is naturally a consensus builder likely would
not feel comfortable using a formal “discuss for 5 minutes, take
a vote and move on” approach. And the opposite is true as well.
Determining what leadership approaches will work best for an
individual absolutely is a personal thing. The important thing to
remember, however, is there are alternatives. Learning about
those alternatives allows a judge to make an informed decision
about what might work best for her or him.
The third thing to remember, as noted above, is that “[l]eadership styles are also extremely context-dependent.”10 Good
courtroom management skills do not equal good off-the-bench
leadership skills within the court or outside of the court.
“[D]etermining what leadership approach is best for a judge outside of the courtroom depends heavily on context, taking into
account things such as the personalities involved, the organizational structure and culture, time and other constraints, the his-

8. The discussion that follows relies heavily on Thumma & Beene,
supra n. 1, amplified by five additional years of mistakes and experience on my part.
9. Id.
10. Id.
11. Id.
12. Bruna Martinuzzi, The 7 Most Common Leadership Styles (and How
to Find Your Own), https://www.americanexpress.com/en-us/business/trends-and-insights/articles/the-7-most-common-leadershipstyles-and-how-to-find-your-own/ (last visited April 11, 2020).
13. Id.
14. Id.
15. 10 Common Leadership Styles, https://www.indeed.com/career-
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tory of the individuals and organizations involved, and an assessment of both individual and common goals.” 11 Remembering
that there is no one size that fits all is a great start. And it is
important to keep in mind that approaches, personal comfort,
and context will help guide what leadership approaches may be
most effective.
B. Different Leadership Styles
There are countless studies and articles on leadership styles.
Not surprisingly, the Internet is inundated with such things. In
October 2019, Bruna Martinuzzi, a leadership coach who also
writes for American Express® Business Trends and Insights, published The 7 Most Common Leadership Styles (and How to Find
Your Own).12 Martinuzzi starts with the observation that “each
leadership style has its place in a leader’s toolkit. The wise leader
knows to flex from one style to another as the situation
demands.”13 Noting “[l]eadership styles are on a continuum,
ranging from autocratic at one end, to laissez-faire at the other,
with a variety of styles in between,” Martinuzzi then lists and
briefly explains the seven leadership styles, ranging from autocratic (“Do as I say.”) to laissez-faire style (“at the opposite end of
the autocratic style”).14
There are, of course, different ways to categorize leadership
styles. A piece from earlier this year on Indeed.com, titled 10
Common Leadership Styles, is more granular, discussing ten
“common leadership styles:” (1) coach; (2) visionary; (3) servant
(addressed in more detail below); (4) autocratic; (5) lassie-faire
or hands off; (6) democratic; (7) pacesetter; (8) transformational; (9) transactional; and (10) bureaucratic.15 There is overlap and both similarities and differences in these descriptions,
and leadership styles can be described in an almost infinite
number of ways.16 But these and countless other articles provide a good overview of some different styles and merit careful
consideration.
C. Identifying Leadership Style(s) That May Work for You
“Knowing which of the leadership styles works best for you
is part of being a good leader. Developing a signature style with
the ability to stretch into other styles as the situation warrants
may help enhance your leadership effectiveness.”17 How, then,
to do so?
Martinuzzi suggests four steps, which make a lot of sense for
judges to consider: (1) know yourself (or at least know what you
are, and are not, comfortable with); (2) know something about

advice/career-development/10-common-leadership-styles.
16. See, e.g., Erin “Folletto” Casali, The Six Styles of Leadership
(described as (1) visionary; (2) coaching; (3) affiliative; (4) democratic; (5) pacesetting; and (6) commanding), https://intenseminimalism.com/2015/the-six-styles-of-leadership/. At some point, the variations become almost infinite. Several articles described just three or
four leadership styles, while the largest number found was 27, consisting of 14 common leadership styles and “13 celebrity leadership
models.” Miles Anthony Smith, Can You Guess the 27 Most Popular
Leadership Styles?, https://www.initiativeone.com/insights/blog/different-leadership-style/.
17. Martinuzzi, supra n. 12.

different leadership styles; (3) practice different leadership styles
that seem like they might work for you, both to see what works
(and what doesn’t) and, for what does work, to develop and
refine those skills; and (4) develop “leadership agility,” that is,
being able to combine different aspects of leadership styles and
move from one style to another to account for context.18 Martinuzzi concludes with sage advice: “As the Chinese proverb goes,
the wise adapt themselves to circumstances, as water molds itself
to the pitcher. An agile leadership style may be the ultimate leadership style required for leading today’s talent.” 19

ing employee morale and helping people re-engage with their
work.

“Servant
leaders live by
a people-first
mindset …”
Example: A product manager
hosts monthly one-on-one coffee
meetings with everyone that has
concerns, questions or thoughts about improving or using
the product. This time is meant for her to address the needs
of and help those who are using the product in any capacity.21

A DEEPER DIVE INTO ONE LEADERSHIP STYLE

After recognizing there is no one-size fits all leadership style,
answering the judicial call to action, learning about different
leaderships styles, and identifying some that might work,
what’s next for the every judge that wants to refine his or her
leadership skills? Let me suggest, as a next step, a deeper dive
into leadership styles that look promising. Let’s do so here,
focusing on one leadership style sometimes referred to as servant leadership.
When in private practice many years ago, I participated in a
program called Valley Leadership.20 It brought together several
dozen individuals in the private, public, and nonprofit sectors,
one day a month for ten months, to learn about a lot of things,
including enhancing leadership skills. One of the programs
included a presentation about Servant Leadership that really got
my attention. Although the leadership style is described in various ways, one way is that:

Valley Leadership exposed me to an essay The Servant as
Leader, written by Robert K. Greenleaf in 1970.22 Greenleaf
worked in management research at AT&T, and taught at some
fancy schools (Harvard, MIT, and Dartmouth) and, after he
retired, started what became the Greenleaf Center for Servant
Leadership.23
The essay is short and worth reading. Greenleaf, in describing
this servant leadership style, wrote:

Servant leaders live by a people-first mindset and believe
that when team members feel personally and professionally fulfilled, they’re more effective and more likely to
produce great work regularly. Because of their emphasis
on employee satisfaction and collaboration, they tend to
achieve higher levels of respect. A servant leader is an
excellent leadership style for organizations of any industry and size but is especially prevalent within nonprofits.
These types of leaders are exceptionally skilled in build-

In the years that followed, I tried to apply the servant leadership style in some of my endeavors and, particularly in some
non-profit activities, it seemed to be well received.25
After I became a judge, the servant leadership model seemed
particularly well-suited for me and some of my outside-of-thecourtroom activities.26 So, having become a student and a bit of
a fan of the servant leadership style in some different contexts,
let’s turn to some tactical ways this leadership style might work
for the every judge in his or her extrajudicial activities.

18. Id.
19. Id. And apropos for these times, Martinuzzi provides links to other
leadership and management articles, including on how to manage
remotely.
20. See https://www.valleyleadership.org/. There are similar programs
in many cities. See, e.g., https://denverleadership.org/leadershipdenver/ (Denver, Colorado); https://lgcchicago.org/ (Chicago, Illinois); https://lgwdc.org/ (Washington, D.C.); https://www.leadershipatlanta.org/
(Atlanta,
Georgia);
https://www.boise
chamber.org/leadershipboise.html (Boise, Idaho); https://www.cedar
rapids.org/business-resources/programs-and-networking/leadership
(Cedar Rapids, Iowa).
21. Leadership Styles, supra n. 15.
22. ROBERT K. GREENLEAF, THE SERVANT AS LEADER 59 (rev. ed. 2008)
(“About the Author”). Greenleaf attributed his servant-leadership
idea to reading HERMAN HESSE’S JOURNEY TO THE EAST (1932), a story
about a mythical journey where an apparent servant is shown to be
the leader of the group. Greenleaf, at 9.
23. Greenleaf, surpa n. 22.

24. See What Is Servant Leadership?, Greenleaf Ctr. for Servant Leadership, https://greenleaf.org/what-is-servant-leadership.
25. Focusing on court management, successful nonprofit strategies often
have more application to court management than do successful forprofit strategies. See generally, Samuel A. Thumma & Meredith
Marshburn, Applying Successful Nonprofit Management Principles in
the Courts, JUDGES’ J., Spring 2016, at 32. Although beyond the
scope of this article, leadership styles that work well in non-profits
similarly may provide a good reference for judges looking for leadership styles to apply in their extrajudicial service.
26. Alameda County California Superior Court Judge David Matthew
Krashna presented a thoughtful program on Judicial Servant Leadership in September 2012 at a National Judicial College Theory and
Practice of Judicial Leadership Program, including a PowerPoint presentation titled Theory and Practice of Judicial Servant Leadership.
There were not, however, any published articles applying the style
to judges. This exposure to the style, and Judge Krashna’s thoughtful presentation, motivated me to co-author an article applying the
concept to judges. See Thumma & Beene, supra n. 1.

[a] servant-leader focuses primarily on the growth and wellbeing of people and the communities to which they belong.
While traditional leadership generally involves the accumulation and exercise of power by one at the “top of the pyramid,” servant leadership is different. The servant-leader
shares power, puts the needs of others first and helps people develop and perform as highly as possible.24
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“Depersonalizing
the conversation,
and making sure
the discussion is
about ideas not
personalities,
can help.”

POSSIBLE JUDICIAL APPLICATIONS OF THE SERVANT
LEADERSHIP STYLE

In discussing ways to apply
concepts, specific examples
always seem most helpful to
me.27 One of the more concrete
descriptions of the servant leadership style is On Character and
Servant-Leadership: Ten Characteristics of Effective, Caring Leaders, written by Larry C. Spears.28
Spears identifies 10 non-exhaustive characteristics of the servantleader: (1) listening, (2) striving to understand, (3) healing, (4)
awareness, (5) persuasion, (6) conceptualization, (7) foresight,
(8) stewardship, (9) commitment to the growth of people, and
(10) building community.29 Brief, real-life scenarios show how
applying these characteristics of the servant leadership style
might be valuable in a judge’s extrajudicial service.
1. Listening
A judge’s actively listening to comments, concerns, and
excitement of others may help facilitate better discussion, decisions, and buy-in. Although this is true where there is consensus, this may be even more true when addressing contentious,
controversial, or sharply divided issues. Valuing, encouraging,
and acknowledging frank and honest discussion, including disagreement, may be one of the best way judges can reward participants and make their participation more meaningful. The
judge also can ask questions to help facilitate the discussion,
and by genuinely listening, make sure that the final effort (be it
unanimous or closely divided) reflects the will of the entire
group, not a subset of those participating or those who speak the
loudest or most often.
2. Striving to Understand
Striving to understand is, in a way, a corollary to active listening. It is taking the time to make sure the judge genuinely
understands the positions and perspectives of others involved.
This aspect of servant leadership may be especially important
where experience, education, ability, and tenure of the participants varies greatly. The concept recognizes that a person making a bad suggestion (and there are bad suggestions) does not
make that person a bad person. The judge as servant-leader
works to manage expressions and emotions that otherwise
might intimidate, discourage, or suppress. The concept also recognizes that the judge is strong enough to express kindness
toward difficult people and situations while still being an objective participant. This does not suggest a judge is robotic or without emotion or passion for a position or outcome. Instead, it
suggests emotion and passion do not blind the approach taken

27. Again, examples abound, with numerous suggestions for specific
conduct and actions that represent the best practices for leaders. See,
e.g., Jo Miller, 100 Leadership Qualities: What’s Your Leadership
Style?, https://www.forbes.com/sites/jomiller/2020/03/27/100-leadership-qualities/#2852d5987422; Brian Downward, 101 Best Leadership Skills, Traits and Qualities–The Complete List,
https://briandownard.com/leadership-skills-list/.
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and that the process is as important as the outcome. This quality
involves the judge soliciting input on how to make something
better, fairly dealing with individuals who are not easy to deal
with and making decisions with input from, and based on the
best interests of, all involved.
3. Healing
This aspect of servant leadership can seem a bit metaphysical.
But the concept can have application in almost any context. If,
for example, someone has had a bad experience on a project, the
judge can identify and try to address and account for that experience. This typically would be a one-on-one conversation, at
least to start. If a person feels his or her contributions were not
recognized and is bitter, those contributions can be recognized,
and the issue addressed. And a judge who is working with longtime sparring partners can be sensitive to that tension and frame
the conversation to try to diminish the conflict. Depersonalizing
the conversation, and making sure the discussion is about ideas
not personalities, can help. Small points of agreement and common interests also can help build common ground. The point is
that the work of the group may offer an opportunity for the judge
to try to resolve past conflict, even if only by a bit.
4. Awareness
Awareness can mean that tiny things can have great meaning.
For example, the judge welcoming and celebrating the addition
of a new member to a longstanding group likely will mean a great
deal to that new member and will take nothing away from the
longtime participants. Failing to do so, by contrast, may effectively give the new member the cold shoulder and inhibit
involvement. As another example, at an appropriate time and
manner, a judge asking a group member who has not spoken on
a topic for his or her opinion may have real meaning to that
member, signaling value and respect. Awareness means that the
judge is constantly looking for opportunities to improve the
process, to improve the experience, and, in doing so, to improve
the outcome.
5. Persuasion
Persuasion, rather than coercion or exercise of authority, is
another aspect of servant leadership that helps ensure participation and support for the effort. This approach may be particularly
important for significant changes ultimately advocated by a
group. A committee recommending a significant change in a longstanding process, for example, will benefit from support, if not
consensus. This does not mean that issues are discussed without
urgency or deadlines, that groups are not closely divided, that
votes are never taken, or that projects are never completed. The
effort, however, is to change the focus from personalities or technical authority to the merit of new ideas and change.

28. See Larry C. Spears, On Character and Servant-Leadership: Ten
Characteristics of Effective, Caring Leaders, 8 CONCEPTS & CONNECTIONS: LEADERSHIP & CHARACTER, 1, 3-5 (2000). Apart from any specific leadership style, there are numerous suggestions for specific
conduct and actions that represent the best practices for leaders. See,
e.g., Downward, supra n. 27.
29. See Spears, supra n. 28.

Change can be hard. Every new idea contemplates change,
every change requires additional effort and every successful
change requires buy-in and commitment. A focus on persuasion
should make the process more participatory and satisfying for
those involved. A wonderful byproduct of persuasion is that
those involved in change, even if initially opposed, may become
champions for the change. Using persuasion can yield a team of
advocates supporting change. Failing to account for persuasion,
by contrast, can result in a situation where individuals are told
what to do, without understanding the need for or merits of the
change and, perhaps, without really caring whether the change
succeeds, or even happens.

8. Stewardship
“The day-to-day
Judges are public servants and
is important;
know how important it is to ensure
actually, the
that the court is operated for the
day-to-day
is
greater public good. The cornerstone of stewardship is focusing on
essential.”
the good of the whole, not individual gain. Valuing the views of all in
a judge’s extrajudicial activities is consistent with, and a critical
part of, this concept. So is holding all involved accountable. This
approach to stewardship is a foundation for all servant-leadership
characteristics.

6. Conceptualization
The day-to-day is important; actually, the day-to-day is essential. But it can get in the way of future planning, innovation and
long-term success. Take, for example, a group charged with
resolving an urgent, tactical issue, something that is easy to imagine in these times. That effort would be useless if it was exclusively, or perhaps even largely, conceptual. But the effort can
include and capture conceptualization aspects. The judge can
help ensure that the group will (1) identify a tactical fix for the
issue that works now (the urgent need) but also (2) identify
options for the future that, conceptually, may work better, faster,
etc., than the tactical fix. Encouraging conceptualization can be
as simple as a positive reaction to an enthusiastic suggestion of a
new, untested idea that begins with: “What if we ...?” A judge
encouraging and welcoming those suggestions, even if they never
see the light of day, is a key part of conceptualization.

9. Commitment to the Growth of People
A judge shows great confidence when she or he demonstrates
a commitment to the growth of others and acts accordingly.
Such a commitment is demonstrated by taking time to value the
ideas, suggestions, thoughts, and impressions of all. That, in
turn, has the benefit of obtaining buy-in for projects and
changes, including from participants who may have started as
skeptics or opponents.
This commitment to individual growth is perhaps best
demonstrated in groups tasked with identifying and implementing change. In the courts, there often is no financial benefit for
those who go above and beyond. Instead, those who do so are
“rewarded” by being asked to commit even more time to endeavors that will involve even more work, above and beyond what
they already are doing. The same is often true in committee work
outside of the courts.
A judge focusing on the growth of individuals in these undertakings brings its own reward, both to those who participate and
to the judge. The participants likely will take satisfaction in
learning that their ideas and suggestions are valued and solicited.
And for all participants, including the judge, the effort develops
mutual respect and trust, significant benefits in any endeavor.

7. Foresight
Say a bar committee is considering a time-worn issue that has
been studied for years that the group has tried to fix, with limited
success, and new members are now suggesting different,
untested possible fixes. The focus of the work must look to the
past, present, and future, all key aspects of foresight.
The lessons learned from the past (sometimes fairly called
mistakes) will come from a variety of different sources. Some of
those lessons learned will be acknowledged reluctantly and, at
times, may be hot buttons for those involved. But all perspectives are essential and should be considered. Failing to do so will
result in wasted time, repeating prior mistakes and a significantly
poorer result. The judge with foresight helps facilitate discussion
of lessons learned from all perspectives.
The realities of the present may mean that there are fixes identified that, for one reason or another, are impossible to implement now or soon. Budgetary issues quickly come to mind, but
others can include personnel and technology constraints and
other limitations. The judge facilitating a candid and frank conversation of the present realities, focusing on what can happen
soon but also capturing long-term solutions, is a key component
of foresight.
Looking to the future, it is essential to identify and account for
consequences. The intended consequences in fixing an issue are
comparatively easy to identify. The unintended consequences,
however, may be extremely difficult to identify and require creative and critical thinking of all involved. Again, however, the
judge with foresight can and should empower any group to focus
on and apply these concepts.

10. Building Community
What is a by-product of the nine characteristics of servant leadership discussed so far? Building a community. It is serving on a
task force where participants look forward to meetings, addressing hard issues with respectful debate, resulting in thoughtful outcomes. Or it may be volunteering to distribute food for a nonprofit that requires participants getting up before dawn, on cold
winter mornings and hot summer days, to help feed hungry people. Or it may be working hard to get competing factions in a
group to meaningfully discuss resolution of time-worn issues.
Each of these efforts is furthered by efforts to build a community.
From a short-term perspective, such efforts may not seem to
require a focus on community; they could be accomplished
through an autocratic delegation of responsibilities. But to sustain with enthusiasm by building community, the judge can help
the group do far more, far better, for far longer. Focusing on these
characteristics, the judge can help build communities that are
rewarding, successful, and self-sustaining.
CONCLUSION

The every judge is a hero. The every judge does incredible
things, every day, and is rewarded for doing so by being asked to
do more. And what a privilege that service is and can be.
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Both in the courtroom, and in their extrajudicial service,
judges are leaders. And their service differs greatly in those different roles. For their outside of the courtroom service, there is
no one-size fits all leadership style.
There is a call to action for judges to serve as leaders, and
that’s as it should be. But a judge’s skill in running a good courtroom does not necessarily translate to out of court undertakings.
There are various leadership styles, and the thoughtful judge can
learn about those styles and see what might work best for that
judge, both generally and in different environments. And whatever styles the judge identifies, looking for concrete suggestions
about how to implement those styles will be a good next step.
Judges have the privilege of being public servants in what they
do, every day. They also immediately have credibility in their
extrajudicial activities. Through a little thought and planning, the
every judge can do even more to make those experiences meaningful for all and to improve the process and resulting decisions.
And what a privilege and joy that can be.

Samuel A. Thumma, Judge, Arizona Court of
Appeals, Division One. Judge Thumma served as
Chief Judge of Division One from 2017 to 2019;
has served on the Arizona Court of Appeals since
2012; and previously served as a judge on the Arizona Superior Court in Maricopa County for
nearly five years. The views expressed are solely of
the author and do not represent those of the Arizona Court of Appeals.
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Procedural Fairness Can
Guide Court Leaders
Judge Kevin S. Burke

F

ormer Congresswoman Barbara Jordan once said what the
people want is an America as good as its promise. Courts
play a vital role in achieving that promise. Being a court
leader is not always easy, but it is a privilege and gives the opportunity to make a difference in people’s lives: the people with
whom you work and the people courts serve. Studies of the
courts show that although the objective quality of the justice system has improved over recent decades, those improvements have
not been matched by significantly higher levels of trust and confidence. This is especially true of minority group members. So, to
achieve a justice system as good as the American promise, more
is needed. We need remarkably good court leadership.
TRADITIONAL JUDICIAL ROLE AND PROCEDURAL
FAIRNESS

There has always been criticism of judges. While some may
focus on President Trump’s tweets attacking judges by name, in
Trump’s defense, President Jefferson did the same thing (okay,
Jefferson used a quill pen). Jefferson attacked Chief Justice Marshall with such intensity that Marshall wrote letters to the editor
under assumed names to defend himself. Criticism, hotly contested elections or the confirmations process, tweets, and social
media postings have reached such a decibel level that the legitimacy of judicial decision making is fractured. For example, 75
percent of the public now think judges’ decisions are to a significant or moderate extent influenced by the judge’s political or
personal views. Virtually the same percentages of people believe
judges make their decisions influenced by a desire to be
appointed to a higher court.1
Procedural fairness is not something new. For decades judges
have listened to litigants and treated them respectfully. The study
of procedural fairness has fostered a more robust understanding
about how judges should act in the courtroom. Voice, appropriate
understanding of neutrality, respect, and trust are values more and
more judges embrace. The modern era judge understands that getting the rule of law correctly is not enough. The use of power has
a place in the arsenal of a judge, but judicial intimidation, more
often than not, will be ineffective. Procedural fairness leads to
greater compliance with court orders and builds trust in the courts.
New judge training in many states as well is the federal judiciary teach the importance of procedural fairness. Some courts
measure procedural fairness. In a few states, judicial performance
commissions are firmly rooted in procedural fairness principals.
However, not every perception of courts is driven by a litigant or
lawyer’s experience in a courtroom. People interact with court
staff in a myriad of ways. If the interaction of court staff and the
public is not rooted in procedural fairness principles, a lot of peo-

Footnotes
1. Annenberg Public Policy Center of the University of Pennsylvania,
2007.
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ple are going to leave the courthouse dissatisfied. But if the staff
does not feel the court leadership leads by adhering to procedural
fairness principles, you have a courthouse with a big problem. We
therefore need to think of procedural fairness as a leadership skill
in addition to how judges conduct ourselves in a courtroom.
NEEDS AND CHALLENGES OF COURTHOUSE
LEADERSHIP

In a crassly simplistic way, management thinking says, “Find
the source of the pain and stop it.” Effective court leadership calls
for a deeper understanding of things. While managers may do an
effective job of fixing problems, leaders stay in the chaos long
enough to discover chronic patterns and find creative new
approaches to perennial problems. Dr. Warren Hoffman, a noted
leadership coach, puts it this way:
Management is responsible for managing the manageable,
fixing the fixable, securing the securable, and protecting
resources. That’s not very risky. Authentic leadership, however, is dealing with surprises, describing the unknown,
predicting the unpredictable, anticipating the nameless
and anonymous, organizing chaos, and stepping in places
where angels fear to walk, speaking with authority from a
dusty crystal ball, staying positive and hopeful while everyone else is going insane. Now that’s risky.
Courts desperately need risk-taking leaders. Whether they are
public or private, organizations that thrive have one common
bond: they are spirited and not afraid to take calculated risks. It
is not always easy to be a leader of public institutions and take
risks. Not every new court initiative will be a success. However,
fear that a failed initiative will generate bad news coverage or,
worse yet, public criticism from the other branches of government is chilling. Just as fear in a courtroom inhibits the voice of
litigants or understanding of the process, fear inhibits courts
from learning and trying new ways to serve their communities.
There are multiple reasons why courts find it hard to take calculated risks. Debate within courts about alternatives is sometimes not always as vibrant as it should be. Voice is the first tenant of procedural fairness in the courtroom and it is the first tenant in building an effective courthouse work environment.
Judges who practice procedural fairness in the courtroom know
that intimidation can inhibit the voice of litigants. Power relationships between judges over the rest of the courthouse staff can
inhibit their voice and ultimately their creativity. Litigants need
to understand why a judge makes a decision and that is equally
true if you aspire to be a good court leader.

Embracing dissent in a courthouse is not easy for a lot of court
leaders. To say court leadership is like “herding cats” sometimes
seriously understates the challenge. Occasionally, one of these
cats is not a cute kitten, but a feral cat that bites. Dissenters can
be obstructionists and a pain to deal with, but dissenters can also
provide a different perspective. As such, they need to be protected from pressure to remain silent. Effective court leaders view
dissent as an opportunity for feedback — and essential if candor
and risk taking are courthouse values. A leader never can afford
to become isolated and among the challenges for all judges is
how to avoid being isolated.
“Groupthink” is a term first used by social psychologist Irving
L. Janis. Groupthink occurs when well-intentioned people make
irrational decisions spurred by the urge to conform, or by the
discouragement of dissent. Groupthink is minimized by trust. As
Robert Shaw said,
A high level of trust allows people to say what is on their
minds and not feel that it will come back to hurt them. A sufficient level of trust ensures that lines of communication are
open and that no one is hiding information or wasting time
trying to decide the political implications of his or her views.
(Shaw, 1997).
Just as people have personality, organizations have a culture
which is another way of saying a court has a personality too.
Courts are strange organizations. For the most part, someone else
picks the judges. No law firm could survive if an external source
picked the law firm’s partners with no input from the existing
partners, or sometimes without even a decent insight into the
firm’s needs. Courts do select their staff, and there are many
highly skilled court administrators on a courthouse staff. They do
a lot of things that judges may not even know about. Many of the
people who work in the court may not know what judges do.
Ask your courthouse staff, “How many of you have seen a jury
trial or understand what a motion for summary judgment is?”
and you are likely to find a lot of puzzled looks.
It has almost become trite to talk of the inherent conflict in
professional organizations as a clash of cultures: the organizational culture, which captures the commitment of managers, and
the professional culture, which motivates professionals. Judges
identify with their profession. Ask them what they do and they
will respond, “I am a judge.” The rest of the court staff identify
with their organization. Ask them what they do and they will
respond, “I work for the court.” Each of us play an important role
in the courthouse and in explaining to our neighbors what the
court does. The best run courts have less clash and more blended
court leadership drawing upon the strengths (and minimizing
the weaknesses) of judges and court staff.
BUILDING YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Taking over as a new court leader or even just trying to
improve your skills as a court leader is not easy because no court
starts from scratch. There is a history in every courthouse. Frederick Douglas once said, “It is easier to build strong children than
to repair broken men.” Change is not an easy task but just
because something is not easy does not mean it is not the right
thing to do. A new leader can be confronted with “this is the way
we always have done it” attitude. Change with no purpose is silly

but so is rigid adherence to old or
“Embracing
outdated ways of doing things. The
dissent
… is
author Mandy Hale once wrote,
“Change is painful, but nothing is as not easy for a
lot of court
painful as staying stuck somewhere
where you don’t belong.”
leaders.”
Change may involve the use of a
power. Power is not a term many are
comfortable using, but it is real and it drives decision making in
a positive or negative way. In a courtroom there is a strong power
atmosphere. It may start with: “All Rise! The Honorable Judge
Hang’m High Presiding.” But power in court leadership is there,
too. Reflecting on the word “power” may help. For example, a
judicial colleague is fellow worker in the same profession. Our
bench socializes—we get along. Colleagues are important, but
not as important as collegiality, which is the sharing of authority
and power among colleagues. Sharing power is often not easy,
and for some, is downright uncomfortable. An effective court
leader fosters the creation of an atmosphere conducive to sharing
power.
Values are part of any organization. Discussion about the values
that are present in a court frustrates some, but every organization
(and courts are an organization) has values. Building a strong set
of healthy values in the courthouse may be the most important
legacy any leader can have. Loyalty is an important organizational
value. “Do my colleagues have my back?” If you are a judge under
unfair attack it can be a lonely existence. But the existence of a
judge under attack can also be true for court employees.
PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS AND COURTHOUSE
LEADERSHIP

In many respects procedural fairness is simply a set of strongly
held values that drive our conduct as judges. Voice is an important value. “Do people in my court feel free to speak up?” Respect
is an important value. Respect for the role judges play in our
democracy is vital. But respect is just as vital for everyone who
works in the courthouses. Once an issue becomes about respect,
or lack of it, the facts are more or less irrelevant. Trust is an essential value for a courthouse. Author Stephen Covey says, “Simply
put, trust means confidence. The opposite of trust—distrust—is
suspicion.” Judges need to trust colleagues, managers need to
trust staff, line staff needs to understand the direction of the court,
have a sense of participation in it, and trust that court leaders care
about their welfare, too. Trust allows us to share power and information. Trust is a prerequisite for those who are asked to follow.
We serve at a time of eroding confidence in institutions. Trust
is not a given in a courthouse. Trust is earned. There can be a
reservoir of it (e.g., give him or her a break). But, if you are not
careful, trust can be quickly dashed. Trust, in part, is a willingness to be vulnerable to the actions of others. Trust requires some
degree of faith that positive expectations will be met, and trust is
a belief in the goodwill of the people with whom you work. For
court leaders to achieve courthouse trust, they need to perform
competently. They need to communicate honestly and openly.
They need to share and delegate control. Above all, they need to
show genuine concern for others. Trust enhances the first value
of a good court: loyalty.
The difference between a vision and an hallucination is simply
the number of people who can see it. A good court leader, thereCourt Review - Volume 56 77

fore, needs to be a skilled communicator. We live in an age where
too much information can be as discouraging as too little. Do you
know anyone who says “I didn’t read the email,” or “I just get too
many emails”? So, if you want to be a good communicator you
need to learn the skill of writing good emails—and the wisdom
to know when that form of communication is not appropriate. A
good email sent to everyone leads to a plethora of individual discussions and reactions to what you wrote. Humor, for example,
is a tool that might achieve that goal.
If people conclude that court leaders do not really care what
they think if they are not speaking “the company line,” they stop
saying what they really think (or, worse yet, they stop thinking),
and then the court is doomed. Preventing this dysfunction begins
with an honest assessment of the court’s present culture: the values and behaviors that contribute to the unique social and psychological environment of a court. There are times when a leader
needs to set a vision and get buy-in, but not every decision
requires a leader to influence the decision from the onset. One
way for leaders to limit their influence and bias is to ask openended questions like: “What do you think we should do?”
“Why?” and “How?”
While there are times when court leadership is hard, no one
puts a gun to your head and says, “You’re our court leader!” Being
a court leader is a privilege, which can be fun almost all of the
time. Good morale created by a court leader who enjoys the job
is infectious. It helps if you are secure enough not to insist you
get your way with your methods. Leadership often requires setting a vision and then getting people to buy into that vision. But,
setting the tone for dialog is perhaps just as important. Dale
Lefever says, “[I]n the business of trust, the leader needs to ante
up first. It is a lot easier for a subordinate to speak freely, if the
model for speaking freely has been demonstrated and encouraged by the court leader.” So, how do you do that? Court leader-

ship should not be reduced to a bullet point. But, if it were:
Share All the Information; Build Trust. The failure to
be transparent destroys trust. Effective courthouse leadership starts with relationships. If trust does not exist, then
neither does the possibility of a court culture that values
constructive dissent.
Listen First; Talk Second. Precisely how much time do
you put directly into courthouse communication? If your
answer is, “I’m not sure,” it is not enough. Each month,
how often do you have lunch with colleagues you frequently disagree with? Nitin Nohria, Dean of the Harvard
Business School, says communication is the real work of
leadership. One effective leader meets with five randomly
selected employees each month. That leader is a facilitator
of discussions prompted by open-ended questions.
Another effective leader randomly calls several employees
every month—just to talk.
Don’t Shoot the Messenger. The best leaders do not foster personality conflict, but embrace task conflict. The
worst leaders make task conflict into personality conflict.
Hearing alternative viewpoints does not mean you are
weak or ineffective.

Judge Kevin Burke is a district court judge for the
Hennepin County District Court, appointed in
1986. He was the chief judge for eight years
divided into two terms. Judge Burke is a frequent
contributor to the improvement of the judiciary as
a writer and speaker as well as faculty member for
the University of Minnesota Law School and the
University of St. Thomas Law School.
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Relationship Advice
Cynthia Gray

I

t It is a judicial ethics truism that judges are not automatically
disqualified from cases involving someone they know. However, several recent judicial discipline cases indicate that at
least some judges have misinterpreted that to mean that they
never have to disclose anything less than a familial relationship
with an attorney, much less disqualify if someone they vacation
with, for example, appears in a case.1
While blood, marriage, and domestic partnership ties are relatively easy to define, “friendship” is variable and ineffable.
Based on caselaw and advisory opinions, a judge should consider
the following factors to determine whether a relationship with a
particular attorney diverges so significantly from the judge’s relationships with other attorneys that disqualification or at least disclosure is required:2
• The frequency of the social contacts between the judge
and the attorney,
• The length of their social relationship,
• Whether the relationship is continuing,
• Whether their families are included in their socializing,
• Whether they visit each other’s homes,
• Whether they vacation together,
• Whether they socialize only in a professional context,
• Whether they socialize in public or private settings,

Footnotes
1. In In the Matter of Gorski, 937 N.W.2d 609 (Wisconsin 2020), for
example, a judge presided over a small claims cases within a month
of taking a week-long golfing trip to Ireland with an attorney in the
case and without disclosing the trip of any other aspect of the relationship to the other party. See also Public Admonishment of Mason
(California Commission on Judicial Performance December 3,
2019) (https://tinyurl.com/u3ejkma) (failing to disclose “personal
and sustained” relationship with an attorney every time the attorney appeared before him); Inquiry Concerning Bailey, Decision and
Order (California Commission on Judicial Performance February
27, 2019) (https://tinyurl.com/y468x7zm) (ordering defendants in
five cases to use an alcohol monitoring service without disclosing
that his son worked for the company and that the owner was a
friend and ordering a defendant to pay restitution to the company
contrary to the law and based on a letter from his son; appointing
an attorney as a special master without disclosing that the attorney
was a personal friend); In re Brennan, 929 N.W.2d 290 (Michigan
2019) (failing to disclose the extent of her relationship with a police
detective who was a witness in a trial over which she presided; failing to disclose the extent of her relationship with an attorney when
the attorney or her law firm appeared in cases over which the judge
presided).
2. Gray, “Disqualification and Friendships with Attorney,” Judicial Conduct Reporter (Fall 2009) (https://tinyurl.com/uqa6rwb).
3. See California Judges’ Association Advisory Opinion 66 (2010)
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• Whether they socialize as part of a large group, a small
group, or one-on-one,
• Whether there are additional circumstances such as a
current or past financial, political, work, or amorous
relationship,
• Whether they have exchanged gifts or hospitality,
• Whether they have plans for future get-togethers, and
• Whether they are “friends” on Facebook or otherwise
connected on social media:3
• The timing of the “friend” request and acceptance;
• The frequency of the judge’s social media contacts
and communications with the individual;
• The substance of the judge’s social media contacts
and communications with the individual;
• The number of “friends” the judge has on the page;
• The nature of the judge’s social networking account
(for example, whether it is a personal profile or a
professional page);
• The judge’s practice in deciding whom to “friend” (in
other words, whether the judge is very exclusive or
more inclusive when deciding whom to add); and
• Whether the judge and the individual have frequent,
personal contacts in real life.

(https://tinyurl.com/7bozntm) (if a judge has created a very personal
profile on a social media site and adopted an exclusive policy regarding whom to include on the site, the judge should disqualify if one
of those he has chosen to friend appears as an attorney in a case);
Utah Informal Advisory Opinion 2012-1 (http://tinyurl.com/
mywqho5); (“disqualification is not automatically required simply
because a judge and a lawyer are “friends” on Facebook;” the “frequency and substance of the contacts will be determinative)ABA
Formal Opinion 462 (2013) (https://tinyurl.com/b3shjkp) (if a social
media “connection includes current and frequent communication,
the judge must very carefully consider whether that connection
must be disclosed”). Finding that “the extreme facts of this case
rebut the presumption of judicial impartiality and establish a due
process violation,” the Wisconsin Supreme Court held that a serious
risk of actual bias was created in a custody dispute when, while the
decision was pending following a contested hearing, the trial judge
accepted a Facebook “friend request” from the mother and she interacted with him, including “liking,” “loving,” or commenting on at
least 20 of his Facebook posts. She also “shared” and “liked” several
third-party posts related to domestic violence, which was an issue in
the case. In re Paternity of B.J.M., 944 N.W.2d 542 (Wisconsin
2020). The Court affirmed the decision of the court of appeals
reversing the trial judge’s denial of a motion for reconsideration of
his decision in the mother’s favor and remanding the case with directions that it proceed before a different judge.

(This analysis would apply to relationships with parties and
witnesses as well as attorneys. A brief disqualification refresher:
a judge is required to disqualify from a case when “the judge’s
impartiality might reasonably be questioned”4 and “should disclose on the record information that the judge believes the parties
or their lawyers might reasonably consider relevant to a possible
motion for disqualification, even if the judge believes there is no
basis for disqualification.”5 Of course, if a judge subjectively
feels a personal bias about an attorney, positive or negative, disqualification is always required.6)
Although it has been suggested that a less strict standard
applies in smaller communities where every attorney knows who
a judge’s friends are, the California Commission on Judicial Performance has rejected such an exception. It notes that a standard
based on what local attorneys know leaves out “attorneys who
are not local, and the parties, including self-represented parties,”7
and has held that a “’judge’s ethical duties are the same irrespective of population statistics,’”8 emphasizing the importance of
“uniform statewide standards.”9
CATEGORIES

To provide more guidance for judges, in a 2011 advisory
opinion, the New York Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics
identified three categories of connection—acquaintance, close
social relationship, and close personal relationship—and
imposed a different ethical obligation for each category.10 The
American Bar Association Standing Committee on Ethics and
Professional Responsibility also sorted associations into three
groups—acquaintance, friendship, and personal relationship—
in a 2019 formal advisory opinion on judges’ social relationships
with attorneys.11
Both opinions treat “acquaintances” the same: a judge is not
required to disclose being acquainted with an attorney or to disqualify from cases involving acquaintances. The New York
opinion defines “acquaintance” as a relationship in which the
parties do not initiate social contact with each other but do
“greet each other and interact cordially” when they meet by
“happenstance or some coincidental circumstance such as being
members of the same profession, religion, civic or professional
organization, etc.”
For example, the judge and the attorney both attend bar
association meetings . . . , other professional gatherings,
sporting or other school events involving their children;
they patronize the same retail establishment; they see each
other primarily when socializing with mutual friends, but
not otherwise; they are members of the same country or
golf club; or they attend the same religious services.

4. Rule 2.11(A), Model Code of Judicial Conduct (ABA 2007)
(https://tinyurl.com/wga4u2w).
5. Comment 5, Rule 2.11(A), Model Code of Judicial Conduct (ABA
2007) (https://tinyurl.com/shr56ud);
6. Rule 2.11(A)(1), Model Code of Judicial Conduct (ABA 2007)
(https://tinyurl.com/wga4u2w).
7. Public Admonishment of Mason (California Commission on Judicial
Performance December 3, 2019) (https://tinyurl.com/u3ejkma),

Although they use different
“The … cases
terms, the two opinions appear
illustrate
that
to conceive of a “close social relajudges may
tionship” (New York) and
need
the extra
“friendship” (the ABA) similarly.
The ABA committee defines
guidance
“friendship” as implying “a
provided by
degree of affinity greater than
bright lines to …
being
acquainted”
and
determin[e]
“connot[ing] some degree of
when a
mutual affection;” some friendrelationship
ships may be professional, some
may be social, and “some friends
shifts from
are closer than others.”
unremarkable,
The ABA committee defines a
to disclosable,
“personal relationship,” its third
to
disqualifying.”
category, as one that “goes
beyond or is different from
common concepts of friendship
. . . .” The New York committee explains that a judge and an
attorney have a close personal relationship, its third category,
when they “share intimate aspects of their personal lives. For
example, where the judge, the attorney, and/or members of
their immediate families share confidences, socialize regularly,
vacation together, celebrate significant events in each other’s
lives and/or share interests that are important to them personally . . . .”
Despite similar categories, the two committees analyze the
ethical obligations arising from relationships other than acquaintance very differently. Under the New York analysis, while it is
up to the judge to decide how to characterize a relationship
based on various factors, if the judge determines it is a close
social relationship, disclosure is mandated, and, if the judge
determines it is a close personal relationship, disqualification is
mandated, subject to waiver.
In contrast, although it distinguishes between friendships
and personal relationships, the ABA committee does not create
distinct ethical obligations for the two categories. According to
the opinion, neither disclosure nor disqualification are always
required for either, but “whether judges must disqualify themselves when a party or lawyer is a friend or shares a close personal relationship with the judge or should instead take the
lesser step of disclosing the friendship or close personal relationship to the other lawyers and parties, depends on the circumstances.” The only definitive advice the ABA opinion gives
is that “a judge must disqualify himself or herself when the
judge has a romantic relationship with a lawyer or party in the
proceeding, or desires or is pursuing such a relationship.”
Under the ABA analysis, after deciding whether an attorney is

quoting
8. Id.
9. Inquiry Concerning Bailey, Decision and order (California Commission on Judicial Performance February 27, 2019)
(https://tinyurl.com/y468x7zm).
10. New York Advisory Opinion 2011-125 (https://tinyurl.com/
sudo8sb).
11. ABA Formal Opinion 488 (2019) (https://tinyurl.com/y6rrsbmc).
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more than an acquaintance (but not a romantic interest), the
judge needs to determine whether there are other circumstances that necessitate disclosure or disqualification regardless
whether the relationship is characterized as a friendship or personal relationship.
The recent discipline cases illustrate that judges may need the
extra guidance provided by bright lines to meet the challenge of
determining when a relationship shifts from unremarkable, to
disclosable, to disqualifying.

COMMERCE CONNECTIONS
Across
1 Words of action
6 Sent a dupe
10 Cutting edge
14 Not ___ in the world
15 Skin cream additive
16 “I’m ___ your tricks”
17 Roald Dahl’s “fantastic” title character
18 Federico of Clinton’s cabinet
19 Curators’ degs.
20 With 52-Across, ruin, as by not
renewing a lease
22 Severe food shortage
24 Historically inclined women’s grp.
25 Did an usher’s job
26 Trading unit
29 Stretch predicted by Revelation,
some say
32 Apple music player
33 “Free Willy” animal
35 “Court Review” piece, maybe
36 One of the Bobbsey twins
37 With 52-Across, ready to receive
customers
39 Go quickly, quaintly
40 Head lock?
42 Rare blood type, informally
43 Loudness units
44 Showing no emotion
46 Certain headlocks?
48 Danger signal
49 Clerk’s phone no.
50 ___ remorse
52 Word needed to complete four
answers in this puzzle
57 Campus on the Thames
58 Composer’s numbered work
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60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Since October 1990, Cynthia Gray has been director of the Center for Judicial Ethics, a national
clearinghouse for information about judicial ethics
and discipline that is part of the National Center
for State Courts. (The CJE was part of the American Judicature Society before that organization’s
October 2014 dissolution.) She summarizes recent
cases and advisory opinions, answers requests for
information about judicial conduct, writes a weekly blog (at
www.ncscjudicialethicsblog.org), writes and edits the Judicial Conduct
Reporter, and organizes the biennial National College on Judicial Conduct and Ethics. She has made numerous presentations at judicial-education programs and written numerous articles and publications on
judicial-ethics topics. A 1980 graduate of the Northwestern University
School of Law, Gray clerked for Judge Hubert L. Will of the United
States District Court of the Northern District of Illinois for two years
and was a litigation attorney in two private law firms for eight years.

The four theme answers are known phrases,
but 52-Across may follow many different words.

by Judge Vic Fleming
River bank add-on
Bolt fastener
What is expected
Apply, as force
This spot
Arcade game name
Fender guitar model (abbr.)

Down
1 Femme fatale
2 Earth tone
3 Flotation device
4 Moped
5 Orientation leader?
6 “The Sopranos” honcho
7 Symbol on a musical staff
8 Near eternity
9 Overwhelm with noise
10 Sends, as to jail
11 With 52-Across, work yet to
be completed
12 Comedian Laurel
13 Sit, as for a photo
21 “F ___” (1960s comedy)
23 Common viper
25 Paged (through)
26 Dizzying abstract genre
27 With 52-Across, “It’s my
concern alone!”
28 ___ damages (award
authorized by some laws)
30 Hands to a postal clerk, say
31 Gives a onceover
32 Stat. influenced by blitzers
34 Blitzer’s station
37 Star’s statue
38 Folklore baddies

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

21
24
26

28
33

32

34

31

55

56

39

42

43
46

45
48

50

30
35
38

41

44

13

23

29

37

40

12

25

27

36

11

47
49

51

52

53

59

54

57

58

61

62

63

64

65

66

41 End of silence?
43 What someone on deck
will do
45 Illegal ignitions
47 Banished people
50 Sibling of Amy, Jo, and
Meg
51 ___ Reader (alternative
magazine)
52 Small town
53 Campus on the Hudson
(abbr.)

60

54
55
56
59

“As ___” (letter closing)
Shot contents
Small paving stone
“Annabel Lee” author

Judge Fleming is a widely published
cruciverbalist. Send questions and
comments to judgevic@gmail.com.
Answers are found on page 66.
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The Filing of Additional Reasons
in Canada
Wayne K. Gorman

T

he Criminal Code of Canada, R.S.C. 1985, requires a
Canadian judge to provide “reasons” for any sentence
imposed (see section 762.2). The Criminal Code does not
require that reasons be provided for conviction or acquittal, but
the Supreme Court of Canada has created a common-law
requirement that reasons be provided when such decisions are
rendered (see R. v. Sheppard, [2002] 1 S.C.R. 869). In R. v.
M.(R.E.), [2008] 3 S.C.R. 3, the Supreme Court indicated that
the “basis for [a] trial judge’s verdict must be ‘intelligible,’ or
capable of being made out. In other words, a logical connection
between the verdict and the basis for the verdict must be apparent” (at paragraph 43).
Neither section 762.2 of the Criminal Code nor the Supreme
Court’s rulings require that reasons be in writing. As a result, it is
quite common and legitimate for Canadian trial judges to render
oral judgments. But what happens if the trial judge wishes to
subsequently “edit” those oral reasons when a transcript of them
is requested or to subsequently file written reasons to expand
upon the oral decision rendered? As will be seen, it is well
accepted in Canada that a trial judge has the discretion to subsequently edit the transcription of a judgment rendered orally and
to subsequently file written reasons. However, as will also be
seen, the discretion is a limited one, and a number of recent
Court of Appeal decisions have indicated that Canadian trial
judges must be cautious in adopting either approach after oral
reasons have been provided.
In this column, I intend to consider the law in Canada that
applies to filing additional reasons after an oral judgment has
been rendered. I intend to start with an outline of a judge’s
authority to subsequently edit the transcription of an oral judgment rendered at the time of decision.
EDITING THE TRANSCRIPTION OF ORAL REASONS:

There will be occasions when an oral judgment will be transcribed. This can occur, for instance, as a result of an appeal
being filed. In addition, one of the parties to a proceeding may
request a transcript of an oral decision for a number of reasons
(to use as a precedent, for instance). When such a situation
occurs, what scope does a Canadian judge have to edit the oral
reasons provided at the time the decision was rendered? This
issue was recently considered by the British Columbia Court of
Appeal.
In R. v. Veeken, 2020 BCCA 54, the accused was convicted of
the offence of sexual interference. The reasons for convicting
were delivered orally. The accused appealed from conviction and
argued that the judge erred by “editing the oral reasons for judgment after they were delivered.” The Court of Appeal noted that
“the judge amended his oral reasons for judgment by deleting
from the transcribed version words said in court” (at paragraph
11).
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The British Columbia Court of Appeal indicated that the
“appeal raises an important question of practice concerning the
extent to which trial judges are entitled to edit reasons given
orally” (at paragraph 8).
The Court of Appeal concluded that it was “unnecessary for
[it] to address the extent to which trial judges can edit their oral
reasons for judgment to properly dispose of this appeal. In these
circumstances, the issue is best left to be explored another day”
(at paragraph 13). However, despite saying this, the Court of
Appeal went on to consider the issue. It pointed out that it has
“consistently held that while trial judges cannot edit or change
their oral reasons ‘in an attempt to defeat an appeal,’ judges are
entitled to edit their reasons ‘to a degree’ as, for example, where
words have been misspoken or some clarification is necessary”
(at paragraph 8).
The Court of Appeal did not explain what it meant by “clarification” and the use of this terminology could be interpreted as
providing trial judges with a broad scope for post-decision editing. In addition, what do the words “to a degree” mean? In
R. v. Schell, 2004 ABCA 143, the Alberta Court of Appeal
adopted a broad approach to this question, holding that the test
to determine if the editing of the transcription of an oral judgment was appropriate involves a consideration of whether the
edited version deviated “from the general thrust of their oral predecessor” (at paragraph 42).
In R. v. Desmond, 2020 NSCA 1, the Nova Scotia Court of
Appeal indicated that a trial judge “has limited authority to modify or change a transcript of oral reasons rendered in court.
Judges often reserve to themselves the right to edit the transcripts
of oral decisions for syntax or spelling or to rectify any errors in
transcription that may have been made by a court reporter. The
right to edit decisions is not without limit” (at paragraph 8).
The Court of Appeal also indicated that a judge’s “right to
make limited editorial corrections” to the transcription of an oral
judgment is “not a second chance to fill in any obligatory blanks
that were missed the first time around.…It would undermine the
administration of justice if decisions could be altered in
substance, especially after a Notice of Appeal has been filed. This
is to be distinguished from the situation where a court may
indicate the result ‘with reasons to follow.’ In such cases a court
is entitled to deliver the reasons as promised but it cannot alter
the outcome as initially indicated” (at paragraphs 17 and 18).
A more restrictive approach than that suggested in Veeken
and Schell was adopted by the Ontario Court of Appeal in R. v.
Wang, 2010 ONCA 435.
In Wang, the accused was acquitted of operating a motor
vehicle while impaired by alcohol. On appeal to the summary
conviction appeal court, the acquittal was set aside. The appeal
court judge rendered an oral decision, which she subsequently

edited when a transcript of her reasons was prepared for the
appeal to the Ontario Court of Appeal. The Ontario Court of
Appeal noted that “[w]hile the changes did not modify the decision nor the basis for the decision, they expanded to a significant
degree on the reasoning used by the summary conviction appeal
judge to reach her decision” (at paragraph 8).
The Ontario Court of Appeal indicated that the appeal raised
“the issue of the propriety of judges editing the transcripts of oral
reasons for judgement after they are delivered” (at paragraph 1).
The Ontario Court of Appeal cautioned against a trial judge
modifying, changing or adding to a transcript of oral reasons rendered in court except to correct “punctuation, grammatical errors
and the like” (at paragraph 9). The Court of Appeal indicated
that reasons for judgment are not meant to be “tentative” and that
counsel who receive a transcript of oral reasons should not “be
left to wonder whether it in fact reflects what was said in the
court, or rather constitutes a version of the reasons as later modified by the judge” (at paragraph 11).
The Court of Appeal also held that editing an oral decision “is
not an opportunity to revise, correct or reconsider the words
actually spoken and no changes of substance are to be made. It
must be recalled that the transcription of oral reasons rendered
in court is exactly that, a transcript of what occurred in court.
The reporter preparing the transcript is called upon to certify that
the transcript is a true and accurate transcription of my recordings, to the best of my skill and ability” (at paragraph 9).
Finally, the Court of Appeal suggested that the “integrity” of
the trial process could be undermined by inappropriate postdecision editing of an oral decision (at paragraph 10):
The integrity of the trial record and of in court
proceedings is fundamental to the judicial system and to
the transparency of those proceedings. Counsel who are
present when oral reasons are delivered in court should
have confidence that the decisions they make with their
client based on these oral reasons will not be undermined
by alterations that represent something substantially
different from what in fact occurred in the courtroom.
Nor should counsel, upon receiving a transcript of the
oral reasons, be left to wonder whether it in fact reflects
what was said in the court, or rather constitutes a version
of the reasons as later modified by the judge. It is even a
greater concern when the alterations to the transcript of
the reasons are made after a notice of appeal has been
filed.
A SUMMARY:
In summary, it is clear that a Canadian judge can edit the transcription of an oral judgment she or he rendered. It is also clear
that any editing should be limited to punctuation or grammatical
errors. Such an editing process should not be used to enhance
the quality of the oral decision by, for instance, improving the
reasoning illustrated or the choice of language utilized.
Though this type of editing has received appellate approval, in
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What happens if a Canadian trial judge wishes to provide an
immediate decision, but also wishes to place their reasons in
writing? In Canada, this is commonly referred to as “reasons to
follow.”1
WRITTEN REASONS TO FOLLOW:
There are many instances in which a trial judge may feel compelled to provide an immediate oral decision though she or he
intends to subsequently file more detailed reasons in writing. In
R. v. Teskey, [2007] 2 S.C.R. 267, the Supreme Court of Canada
provided the following examples (at paragraph 17):
...it is often necessary in the interests of achieving trial
efficiency for a trial judge to announce promptly the
disposition on an evidentiary ruling or on a motion, with
reasons to follow at a later date. In particular circumstances,
there may also be good reason for announcing the verdict in
a criminal case prior to delivering the reasons that led to it.
For example, the prompt delivery of a verdict of acquittal
may allow an accused to be immediately released from
custody. Or it may be desirable to announce a verdict of
guilty at the conclusion of the hearing so as to secure an
earlier date in the court’s schedule for the subsequent
sentence proceedings.
In Teskey, the Supreme Court held that a trial judge “is not
precluded from announcing a verdict with ‘reasons to follow’” (at
paragraph 16). Similarly, in R. v. Czibulka, [2011] O.J. No. 372,
the Ontario Court of Appeal indicated that “trial judges are entitled in appropriate instances to deliver summary rulings with further reasons to follow” (at paragraph 39). More recently, the
Nova Scotia Court of Appeal indicated in Desmond that in “some
cases a judge may find it necessary to indicate they are providing
a brief explanation or even just a bottom line in terms of a decision. When that is done the judge should make it clear that more
detailed reasons are to follow” (at paragraph 10).
In Teskey, the accused was convicted of the offence of aggravated assault. The Supreme Court of Canada noted that the trial
judge provided “brief oral reasons… essentially saying only that

Footnotes
1. Sometimes referred to in New Zealand as a “result judgment” with
reasons to follow (see P v R CRI [2010] NZHC 1008).
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the Crown had proved all the
essential elements of the offence
beyond a reasonable doubt” (at
paragraph 5). More than eleven
months later, the trial judge filed
extensive written reasons.
The Supreme Court of Canada
noted in Teskey that the filing of
additional reasons after a verdict
has been rendered “may cause a
reasonable person to apprehend
that the trial judge may not have
reviewed and considered the evidence with an open mind as he or
she is duty-bound to do but,
rather, that the judge has engaged in result-driven reasoning. In
other words, having already announced the verdict, particularly
a verdict of guilt, a question arises whether the post-decision
review and analysis of the evidence was done, even subconsciously, with the view of defending the verdict rather than arriving at it.…It is in this sense that the trial judge who appears to
have already committed to a verdict of guilt before completing
the necessary analysis of the evidence may cause a reasonable
person to apprehend that he or she has not kept an open mind”
(at paragraph 18).
THE EFFECT OF A DELAY IN FILING THE WRITTEN
REASONS:

In R. v. Cunningham, [2011] O.J. No. 3546, the Ontario
Court of Appeal held that “reasons, even if released long after the
decision, are presumed to reflect the reasoning that led him [the
trial judge] to his decision” (at paragraph 13). The Court of
Appeal also held that there “is no time limit on the delivery of
reasons,” but that the longer the passage of time between the
decision and the reasons for the decision, the “greater the concern that the requisite link between the two does not exist” (at
paragraph 37). The Court of Appeal noted that the presumption
of integrity can be displaced “by ‘cogent’ evidence that would
lead a reasonable person to apprehend that the written reasons
are not the road map to the decision” (at paragraph 34):
The presumption of integrity can only be displaced by
“cogent” evidence that would lead a reasonable person to
apprehend that the written reasons are not the road map to
the decision, but are instead an after-the-fact justification
for the decision. That distinction can be hard to discern.
Decisions are naturally made before the reasons are fully
formulated much less articulated.
In Teskey, the Supreme Court ordered that a new trial be
held, concluding that it “could not reasonably be confident that
the written reasons, delivered more than 11 months after the
announcement of the verdicts of guilt, reflected the reasoning
that led the trial judge to his decision” (at paragraph 23).
FILING WRITTEN REASONS AFTER A NOTICE OF
APPEAL HAS BEEN FILED:

In Crocker v. Sipus, (1992), 9 O.R. (3d) 713, the Ontario
Court of Appeal held that the “mere filing of a notice of appeal
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after the disposition has been announced does not bar the consideration on appeal of the reasons released subsequently” (at
page 1).
The Ontario Court of Appeal held in Cunningham that there
were “several features” of that case which convinced it that a
“reasonable observer would not see the written reasons as reflective of the actual reasoning path taken to the decision
announced two years earlier.” This included the “trial judge’s
knowledge that the Crown had launched an appeal and the
grounds for that appeal.” In Teskey, the Supreme Court pointed
out that if an appeal from the verdict has been launched and
“the reasons deal with certain issues raised on appeal, this may
create the appearance that the trial judge is advocating a particular result rather than articulating the reasons that led him or
her to the decision” (at paragraph 18).
THE FILING OF MULTIPLE REASONS:

In Desmond, the accused was convicted of the offence of
criminal negligence causing bodily harm. The sentencing judge
rendered three decisions on sentencing. She filed an oral decision
at the time of sentencing; she edited a transcript of the oral
decision; and then she filed a written decision. The written
decision was provided to counsel after the Notice of Appeal was
filed in the Court of Appeal. The Nova Scotia Court of Appeal
noted that the appeal involved “consideration of the issue of
when, and to what extent, a judge may provide written reasons
after delivering an oral decision on the record.”
The Court of Appeal held that in this case the written decision
“was not simple editing of the original transcript. It did more
than add references to case law or expand on reasons apparent in
the original decision. The written decision provided an analysis
that did not exist in the first decision. The sentencing judge was
precluded from doing an analysis that was not done in the first
instance. The March 12, 2019 decision will not be considered for
purposes of this appeal” (at paragraph 24).
A SUMMARY:
In summary, a Canadian trial judge is not precluded from
announcing a judgment with written reasons to follow and then
subsequently filing written reasons. However, if this approach is
adopted, the written reasons should be filed very shortly afterward and certainly before any appeal is filed. This illustrates the
danger of adopting the reasons-to-follow approach. A notice of
appeal may be filed shortly after an oral decision is rendered and
before written reasons can be prepared. This leaves a trial judge
in the unenviable position of filing their reasons after a party has
indicated how they have purportedly erred.
One exception to the Canadian allowance of reasons to follow
may be in relation to reasons for sentence.
REASONS-TO-FOLLOW SENTENCING:
As noted earlier, section 762.2 of the Criminal Code of
Canada requires a Canadian judge to provide reasons for the
imposition of sentence. It states as follows:
When imposing a sentence, a court shall state the terms
of the sentence imposed, and the reasons for it, and enter
those terms and reasons into the record of the proceedings.

In R. v. Jimenez, 2020 YKCA 5, the accused was convicted
of the offence of possession of cocaine for the purposes of trafficking. At the sentence hearing, the trial judge provided brief
oral reasons for the sentence imposed. They consisted of the
following:
I am going to do written reasons. There is a co-accused
coming up for sentencing. I think that it would be more
responsible of me to provide written reasons. I am not
going to explain why I am doing what I am doing now
because that will all be explained properly in the written
reasons. I am just going to impose the sentence and it will
be explained later.
I am going to suspend the passing of sentence and I am
going to place you on probation for a period of two years.
The Crown filed a Notice of Appeal, arguing that the judge
erred by “failing to comply with section 726.2 of the Criminal
Code by pronouncing sentence without providing reasons.” Four
days after the Notice of Appeal was filed, the trial judge filed
written reasons.
The Yukon Court of Appeal indicated that one of the purposes
of section 726.2 “is to facilitate appellate review of sentencing
decisions.” In addition, “it also affirms that, when a sentence is
imposed, both the offender and the community are entitled to
know why it was imposed and thus whether the ‘punishment fits
the given crime.’” The Court of Appeal indicated that the section
“advances the fundamental purpose of sentencing expressed in
section 718 of the Criminal Code, namely, to contribute to
respect for the rule of law and the maintenance of a just, peaceful
and safe society by imposing just sanctions” (at paragraph 29).
The Court of Appeal pointed out in Jimenez that some of
“these purposes are served equally by oral reasons or written reasons... the sentencing process involves an important human element whereby the judge imposes sentence in the presence of the
offender and those gathered in open court, some of whom may
have been affected by the offence personally.…As a matter of
transparency and fairness, all concerned are entitled to know the
reasoning that led to the sentence, explained by the decisionmaker, immediately and with certainty, in a formal public setting.
This is why section 726.2 requires a judge to ‘state’ the reasons
for a sentence ‘when’ imposing sentence” (at paragraph 31).
The Court of Appeal suggested that when written reasons are
filed in this manner “the appearance of fairness in the administration of justice is compromised” (at paragraph 34):
…if reasons are not stated when a sentence is imposed and
an appeal is filed, a risk arises that written reasons issued
later may appear to respond to the appeal rather than articulate the reasoning that led to the determination. In other
words, delaying reasons may create an apprehension that
they do not reflect the real basis for the sentence. Judges
benefit from the presumption of integrity, but when reasons
are divorced from the delivery of a decision the presumption may be displaced and the requisite link between the
decision and the reasoning that led to it may be broken. In
such cases, the appearance of fairness in the administration
of justice is compromised.

The Court of Appeal held that
trial judges should not provide
“brief oral reasons when imposing
sentence and issue comprehensive
written reasons later” because this
“would result in two separate sets
of sentencing reasons being produced, which, in turn, may undermine certainty and finality, cause
confusion as to which are the ‘real’
reasons and create the risk of
apparent ex post facto justification”
(at paragraph 40).

“[W]hen written
reasons are
filed [after an
oral ruling,] ‘the
appearance of
fairness in the
administration
of justice is
compromised.’”

WHAT IS REQUIRED?

The Court of Appeal suggested in Jimenez that in “most cases,
the requirements of section 726.2 can be met reasonably easily.
Reasons for sentence are not usually lengthy and, where necessary, an adjournment to facilitate their preparation will cause little, if any, difficulty for anyone concerned. On occasion, however, exigent circumstances may render compliance unusually
challenging or inconvenient. Nevertheless, the proper administration of justice trumps challenge and convenience and noncompliance with section 726.2 is not an available option” (at
paragraph 42).
CONCLUSION:

Jimenez does not appear to entirely preclude reasons to follow in sentencing, but it does suggest that the initial decision
should be sufficiently detailed so as to comply with the requirements set out by the Supreme Court of Canada for the content of
a judgment (as referred to at the beginning of this column).
As has been shown, a Canadian judge has the discretion to edit
a transcribed oral judgment and to file written reasons after a
decision has been rendered orally. Though this discretion exists, it
does not have to be utilized. There are dangers involved in both
approaches to rendering judgment that can be easily avoided. As
pointed out by the Yukon Court of Appeal in Jimenez: “Announcing a decision with reasons to follow is permissible for trial rulings
and verdicts in the interests of achieving trial efficiency, although
the practice can be risky” (at paragraph 35).

Wayne Gorman is a judge of the Provincial
Court of Newfoundland and Labrador. His
blog (Keeping Up Is Hard to Do: A Trial
Judge’s Reading Blog) can be found on the web
page of the Canadian Association of Provincial
Court Judges. He also writes a regular column (Of Particular Interest to Provincial
Court Judges) for the Canadian Provincial
Judges’ Journal. Judge Gorman’s work has been widely published.
Comments or suggestions to Judge Gorman may be sent to
wgorman@provincial.court.nl.ca.
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The Resource Page
COVID RESOURCES

The National Center for State Courts
(NCSC) has long been at the top of any
judge’s list of places to find useful and
practical resources. As you would expect,
NCSC was on the forefront of providing
help to get judges and judiciaries through
the unique challenges presented by
COVID. You likely have already consulted
their COVID webpage at https://www.
ncsc.org/. Be sure to look at their page of
webinars on the topic as well. NCSC has
been preparing a series of webinars in real
time from leaders in judiciaries discussing
their experiences and plans. These materials are “musts” for anyone taking seriously our roles in keeping the judiciary
functioning.
The National Association for Court
Management (NACM) is another superb
resource for judicial officers. While we
often think of NACM as being for court
administrators, on issues like the pandemic, NACM is an excellent resource for
judicial officers. NACM has not only marshalled reference materials but has been
presenting their Weekly Coronavirus Podcast, all of which are available through
their website at https://nacmnet.org/.
NACM’s podcasts assemble panels of frontline experts addressing the same issues you
face to talk about their experiences and
insights. Recent podcasts address issues
from the most up-to-date lessons about the
challenges of virtual hearings to budget
strategies.
In terms of general resources, the American Bar Association has done a good job of
collecting on one page a variety of COVIDrelated resources of importance to the judiciary at https://www.americanbar.org/
Many specialty organizations have also
provided strong resources that may relate
to your specific court. Admittedly, some
are stronger than others. The National
Association of Drug Court Professionals is
an example of a stronger page as they have
assembled good resources for treatment
courts related to operations in the age of
COVID at https://www.nadcp.org/. So
don’t forget to check the specialty organizations related to your court for the help
they can provide.
Finally, you may want to check the
resources being provided to those appear88 Court Review - Volume 56

ing before you. A popular tract circulating
extensively among some trial lawyers is the
recent white paper from the American
Board of Trial Advocates. The white paper
is called Guidance for Conducting Civil
Jury Trials During the COVID-19 Pandemic
and is the basis for a number of arguments
being made in courts and discussion fora
around the country. You can review it at
https://www.abota.org/
ETHICS

One of the websites that should be
bookmarked for every judge is the page for
judicial ethics resources from the National
Center for State Courts overseen by our
own contributor Cynthia Gray. We learn,
and sometimes are entertained, by reading
about the mistakes of others. Part of my
regular ritual while I lunch at my desk is to
check the blog’s quick updates on judicial
ethics cases at https://ncscjudicialethicsblog.org/. I can’t count the lessons I’ve
learned there or the problems I’ve avoided
by learning from mistakes of others
reported there.
SOCIAL SCIENCE FOR THE COURTS

The American Psychology Law Society
(APLS) has made their recent white paper
on eyewitness identification accessible to
the public. You can find it at https://psycnet.apa.org/. The title is Policy and Procedure Recommendations for the Collection
and Preservation of Eyewitness Identification Evidence. The white paper is quickly
making the rounds and will likely be the
basis of a request in your courtroom soon.
APLS assembled six senior eyewitness
researches and developed nine recommendations for eyewitness identification procedures. The report is eye-opening and
timely given developments in judiciaries
around the country on eyewitness identification reliability issues.
Related to the APLS white paper, many
states have started looking more seriously
at instructing jurors on the unique challenges of eyewitness identifications. For
example, you can find California’s model
instruction at https://www.justia.com/ and
Massachusetts’ model instruction at
https://www.mass.gov/.
Readers with a good memory will also
note the recent Court Review article, “Do

Judges’ Instructions About Eyewitnesses
Really Work?”, found in issue 55:3. You
can easily access that thought-provoking
discussion at http://aja.ncsc.dni.us/
BANKRUPTCY, ANSWERING
COMMON QUESTIONS

The Federal Judicial Center is the
research and education agency of the judicial branch of the United States Government. Senior researcher Jason A. Cantone
curates a special topics page focused on
federal-state cooperation at www.fjc.gov/
fedstate. Resources that judges, attorneys,
and other legal professionals can use to
inform others and learn about bankruptcyrelated topics were recently added to the
page. In furtherance of its work with the
Judicial Conference Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction, the Center contacted bankruptcy judges, state trial court
judges, court administrators, and clerks to
identify commonly asked questions about
bankruptcy. These individuals shared
many materials used across the country to
help others better understand bankruptcy.
The new resources combine the many
materials and lessons learned into a series
of usable, easily adaptable resources for
anyone leading educational sessions about
bankruptcy. Topics include bankruptcy
overview, automatic stay, bankruptcy discharge, family law, and foreclosure. For
more information on these materials, contact Dr. Cantone at fedstate@fjc.gov.
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